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Bias Not Eliminated At
Post Office, NAACP Says

Thunderbolts Shock
Catholic Hi 14-12
and outdistanced onc other pursuer who was cut down with an
The Father Bertrand Thun- unneeded block as the touchderbolts knocked off the high down erased the 12-8 edge held
riding Catholic Terriers 14-12 by Catholic.
it aplast Sunday afternoon in a Just before the big play
game marred by intermittent peared that the Terriers.
in the
The
Thunderbolts ranked as the top team
showers.
week
the
in
earlier
by
state
roared back from a 12-2 halfwould score
time deficit to overtake the de- area sportswriters,
again. themselves as the last of
fending champions of the white
a series of punt exchanges had
Prep League.
hemmed Bertrand close to its
Clarence Jones unleashed a own goal line. The Thunderbolts
slippery pigskin that exploded put the ball in play on the 20
into an 84-yard scoring bomb to after the punt was fumbled and
end Charles Bolden with just the receiver was downed inside
under five minutes left to Play the five.
in the final quarter. Bolden However, the runback was
pulled in the ball with a Catho- nullified when the officials ruled
lic defender hanging on near
Continued On rage 2
mid-field, regained his balance,
By W. 0. LITTLE

3. Charges that many Negroes are pressured into resigning. A review of all
resignations and dismissals
within the past 10 years.
discriminatory
4 The
method of detailing employees
5 The Motor Vehicle Ser.
ice, which is all-Negro with
the exception of one white
m
eploye
6. Working conditions and
consideration given mail

Few Negroes
Supervising
At Local PO

handlers, a job classification which is more than U
per cent Negro.
7. Racial prejudice on the
part of many in supervisory
positions.
"The NAACP is always sus.
picious of racial discrimination
in job categories when all of the
vast majority of the employees
therein is of one race as is the
case with mail handlers and the
motor vehicle service," Mrs.
Smith said.

Despite the denial by Postmaster A. L. Moreland that discrimination exists in the local
U. S. Post Office, the NAACP's
Memphis branch said there is
evidence of bias in several
areas.
"Though grievences were
aired out in a meeting on July
11 with the Postmaster General's Task Force on Equal Employment Opportunity, there has
been no evidence of change,"
James Felton Harris. 45, of Medic ambulance attendants
according to Mrs. Maxine A.
4, Lucy Road, in Milling- found his head off in the grass
Route
Smith. executive secretary of
Tenn., was decapitated near the telephone pole".
ton,
the Memphis NAACP office.
when his car rammed into the
The areas with which the
Witnesses noted that his lifeof a truck, while allegedly
rear
behind the
NAACP is concerned, Mrs.
hour, last less body remained
an
miles
90
at
going
wheel as the car roared
steering
Smith said, are: 1. The absence
Thursday evening.
or very limited number of Ne- i
on down the highway for 750
groes in the accounting section. According to witnesses, Mr feet, left the road and slammed
administrative service, mobile Felton was southbound on U. S. onto the highway, finally comnorth of the ing to a halt In the middle of
ton street side into area oc- unit, personnel division, route 51 about a mile
about 7:55 the road.
limits
city
Memphis
positions
supervisory
checkers,
cupied by BTW spectators.
occurcollision
the
when
p.m.
office.
mails
of
Students and others watch. superintendent
The driver of the truck, Mrs.
lag game fled from Wash- Training and Safety and trans- red.
said,
trooper
Swift of 5611 Rust Road
James
highway
state
A
office.
fer
following
ingon stadium
2. The scarcity of Negro "Blood on the truck indicated said she had pulled to a turn
(Withers
incident.
the
he was killed instantly when he lane crossing the highway mepromotions on supervisory
Photo)
hit the back of the truck. The dian and was stopped, waiting
levels.
to turn left into a service station. She said she did not hear
or see anything until the car
struck the truck.

I

Father Of Eight Is
Beheaded In Collision

Publishers Lobby For
CR Bill, Anti-Poverty

and Mitchell Road High
Frank L. Stanley, president violence to thwart our demands. BRICKS FLY AT STADIUM
school, and here she is beT.
Booker
Washington
A
—
of the National Newspaper Pub- Those who preach violence play
ing carried to an ambulance
lishers Association, issued a into the hands of our enemies High school student Miss
by policemen, a student and
Tony Jordan of 735 Roanoke
call on behalf of his Board of and give support to bigoted
member of the faculty.
a
injured
and
was
struck
st.
Director at the end of a one- forces in our society.
The brick was tossed indisby a flying brick on Friday
day meeting in Washington Fri- "Failure of the Senate to
criminately into stadium by
night while watching a
day, for the enactment of the enact the 1966 Civil Rights Bill
from the Wellingsomeone
Washington
between
game
Civil Rights Bill now pending will serve only to increase the
before the U. S. Senate and frustrations which are the root
continuation of the Anti-Poverty of current racial disorders."
Program. In a statement issued Vice President Humphrey
at the close of a full-day's ses- breakfasted with the NNPA DiShe said her truck was
President rectors and initiated a continuVice
with
sion
knocked completely off the
Humphrey, Sargent Shriver and ing governmental affairs prohighway and he went right on
other officials of the Office of gram. At the Philadelphia June'
•
down the highway, with his
Economic Opportunity and at Convention of NNPA, the Vice
headlights still on. The impact
a luncheon session at the United President suggested that a comA 23-year-old Memphis sol- Trigg Baptist church. He will be peeled the top off the 1958 Cadilmittee be named by the assoStates Senate, Stanley said:
dier. who was returned to the buried with full military, honors lac sedan, Mr. Harris was
ciation to .work with his.office.
4011111opewire--many issues conUnited States from Viet Nam on In the National Cemetery on driving.
ConienThe
Baptist
Sr.,
National
E.
tampbell,
Rev. A.
fronting our country today. At The initial program centered
11, died Saturday after- Friday morning.
July
The report that lung cancer is president of the Tennessee Reg- on. USA Inc., has a memberthe moment, we are greatly around the Office of Economic
Sept. 17, in the Womack Other survivors are his sis- Funeral services for the crash
noon,
was
Convention,
Baptist
ular
smokOpportunity.
ship of five and a half million
connected with cigarette
concerned with the needless dehospital at Fort Bragg, ters, Mrs. Esther Whitfield, victim were held Tuesday at
General
of
vice
president
a
reelected
members, with some 27,000
lay of action to the 1966 Civil NNPA was briefed on Com- ing has not made ar, impression
Mrs. Edwina Hamilton, Miss Southern Funeral Home. He
N. C.
Convention
Baptist
the
National
by
Programs
WilDr.
Action
munity
public,
27,600
mingeneral
some
the
and
on
I
churches
Rights Bill in the United States
Nina Jai Dougherty; Herman, was a laborer at the Thomas
Alvin
Pfc.
organizawas
the
during
USA,
Inc.,
victim
The
of
director
GenBerry,
Surgeon
isters.
liam A. Stewart,
Senate and the failure of the Theodore
Mrs. Lawrence and Edward Junior, Steel Works. He is survived by
meeting held in
and
Mnt
annual
of
son
tion's
Junior,
Neighborhood
said
on
States
P.;
United
the
A.
of
eral
C.
of
the
the
Among
highlights
House of Representatives to act
the Dallas Memorial auditorium meeting was the address by Herman Junior of 952 Leath at. Johnnie F. Dougherty of Mem- his wife, eight children, his fafortwith on authorizing and fi- Youth Corps by Jack Howard, at a press conference in Meman phis; and Lee Edward Dougher- ther, and other relatives in
In Dallas, Texas.
rehas
it
but
phis on Monday,
Governor John Connally, who He was hurt by a crane in
nancing the Anti-Poverty ProMemphis and elsewhere. InterContinued On Page 2
ship, ty of St. Louis, Mo.
a
unloading
while
of
number
accident
large
a
in
sulted
the
It
eighth
consecutive
was
for
the
praised
Convention
the
gram.
Qualls Funeral home is in ment was in Remberton, Tenreinformation
to,
according
quitting the habit.
doctors
who
that
Rev.
Campbell,
year
rejection of militant racial
"We feel that efforts to date
nessee.
charge of the services.
"It has gotten to the point is also pastor of the Columbus views in the struggle for civil ceived by his parents.
are an important beginning on
in
was
Viet
Memphis,
in
church
been
doeBaptist
had
any
see
scarcely
Junior
you
Pfc.
where
rights.
the war on poverty and we urge
elected to the position.
Continued On Page 2
The Texas governor also toid Nam for more than a year, his
Congress to immediately enact
the gathering that he was mother told the Tri-State Delegislation that will assure conagainst the philosophy of "black fender.
tinuance of and broaden the
Along with the victim's twin
power."
Program.
Poverty
"Failure of the Senate to stop
A memorial service was held brother, Calvin Junior, and anthe filibuster blocking the civil
on the spot where President other son, Woody Junior, Mrs.
Rights Act of 1966 will result in
John F. Kennedy was assas- Junior visited the young soldier
A 25 - year - old man was front of 1489 Airways hist!.
the ultimate defeat of this needsinated in 1963 and was led by about three weeks ago.
ed legislation. Influential party
Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of "He seemed to be responding stabbed to death on Sunday when the victim drove up behind the car in which she was
leaders of Congress are sugMrs. Angie Mitchell, former Congressman George W. Grid sist Owen college. The objective the Convention. Music was fur- wonderfully to treatment," Mrs. night, and police have arrested'
gesting that continuing racial advertising salesman with the er of the Ninth District of Ten- of the organization is to secure nished by the band of Bishop Junior said, "but he was sup- his 21-year-old wife and charged riding and began blowing his
disorders accompanied by the Tri-State Defender, has joined nessee, will speak at the Instal. 1,000 persons who will give $100- college and a color guard fur- posed to have another opera- her with the murder.
After the car stopped, Mr.
nebulous concept of 'black- the staff of Rust college at lation of the Officers of Friends a year to Owen College. One nished by the Boy Scouts.
tion. I guess he just took a turn
The victime was Bobby Lee Guy reportedly pulled his wife
power' which has created an Holly Springs, Miss., as a resi- to Education, next Sunday after- hundred eighty-two persons enworse."
the
for
and
While in Texas, Rev.
Guy of 822 Dallas St. Arrested
vehicle and began
unfavorable mood in Congress. dent counselor.
noon, September 25, at 4:00 rolled in the first year, con- Mrs. Campbell visited their two Pfc. Junior had been in the was Mrs. Dorothy Jean Guy of out ,of the
beating her. She plunged a
the
supports
over $6,000.
"NNPA fully
years. He was
at
tributing
auditorium
two
the
for
in
Army
o'clock
Jr.,
Campbell,
E.
A.
Rev.
sons,
1880 Carver ave., Apt. 1.
Mrs. Mitchell is a graduate
knife into his left chest, and he
right of every citizen to protest
Music will be furnished by a 1966 graduate of Bishop col- graduated from Hamilton High
Industrial college Owen College.
Mississippi
of
two
the
police,
to
According
died at the scene.
of
Use
injustices.
racial
against
school in 1962.
at'llolly Springs, Miss., and has Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of the the male chorus of the Greater lege and pastor of the New Zion
had been together during the Mrs. Guy was being driven
arrive
to
slated
is
body
the ballot, the courts and every
The
at
Palestine,
Mr.
church
Church.
Baptist
Stone
Baptist
White
Church,
held similar positions at M & I Metropolitan Baptist
home by Walter Britt of 859
other lawful method of effecting
on Thursday morn- day and had argued.
Jackson State college at and for whom the college was Lewis H. Twigg, President of Texas, and John Campbell, who in Memphis
and
Josephine at., who was not inesthe
driven
being
constitutes
was
Guy
Mrs.
change
on
social
named, will give the charge to Union Protective Life Insurance Is employed by the Small Busi- ing. Funeral will be held
11:05 and was in volved in the incident.
about
sence of our democratic sys- Jackson, Miss.
home
East
the
at
night
Thursday
Dallas.
in
Presiness
retiring
Administration
and
company,
She is a member of the Mis- the officers.
tem.
of
Friends to Education was or dent, will state the purposes
"However. NNPA rejects the sissippi Blvd. Christian church
the organization.
support
to
ago
year
a
ganized
of
president
as
served
has
our
and
use of violence to redress
and to as- Officers to be installed are•
grievances just as it rejects the Women's Fellowship there. Christian education
__ _
i Mack A. Winston, president;
!Rochester Neely, vice-president'
Clifton Satterfield, recording
secretary; Martin A. Jones, finanical secretary; S. G. Cochrane, treasurer; 0. J. Armstrong, parliamentarian; and
Iloyd McClain, chaplain.
Friends to Education meets'
each Monday night at Union
Protective Life Insurance corn
pany.

Doctors Giving
Up Smok:ng, Says
Surgeon General

Memphian Elected
For Eighth Time

Soldier Hurt In Viet
Nam Dies At Ft. Bragg

Mrs.- Mitchell

Young Wife Charged In
Death Of Husband, 25

Joins Staff At Grider Will Speak At
Rust College Installation Services

Porter PTA Will
Begin Drive
For New Members

INSTALLAJAYCEE
TION
— Ernest Owens,
right, was installed as president of the Bluff City Jun•
Jur Chamber of Commerce
during a dinner meeting at
Ton's Inn on Tuesday

night Sept. 13, and here be
is shown presenting a
plaque to Freeman Lester,
outgoing president. Other
officers installed were Otis
Lightfoot, executive vire
president; W. H. Higgins,

Porter Junior High School's
PTA will hold its first meeting
of the current school term.
Thursday, Sept. 22 at 7:30 p.m.
in the school cafetorium.
Mrs. Majorie Goodman. cochairman of Division Four of
the Memphis Council of the
Parent Teacher Association.
will be the guest speaker.
The association will open its
membership drive at the meeting, with Mr. N. Blanchard.
as membership chairserving
internal
of
rice president
affairs; Harrell C. Moore, man.
Mrs. Dorothy Russell is Pressecretary; Mayor Haywood,
B.
of the Porter School PTA
ident
Norval
and
treasurer,
relations A. B. Owens is principal, and
Powell, public
Ford C Thompson, assistant princichairman. (Henry
pal.
Photo)

ON
PAYMENT
FINAL
CHAPEL — Officials of the
J. L. Campbell School of
Religion made the final payment for the construction of
a chapel added to the school

to G. A. Nabors, the contractor, during a service
held here last Monday
morning. Standing hi foreground. from left, are Revs.
B. T. Fuller, E. Moody,
4

Mr Nabors, W. C. Jackson
and C. J. Gaston. On top
row, same order, are Revs.
C. M. Lee, L. R. DOIMM,
A. E. Campbell, president

of Tennessee Regular Baptist Convention, and A. J.
Campbell. The chapel was
constructed at a cost of
$62,700.

1
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Thunderbolt
Continued Prim Page
*at the ball went into the end
wine making it a touchback.
Bertrand still couldn't move the
ball up the field and had just
been penalized five yards on a
motion mfracticlo that made it
second down 14 yards for a
first down when Jones brought
the rain drenched crowd of a
few hundred to their feet with
his pay-off strike to Bolden.

'hew DAISY

octor

Steve Leech, rated as one of integrated this season. Kelvin!,
the top quarterbacks in town, Milam, all-Memphis player in:Li
an ,
gave Catholic followers one last the Junior High League. is
Continued From Page I
for
gasp of hope when he found his offensive backfield starter
right end in the clear but the Catholic.
smoking at these medical
lanky Terrier couldn't hold on. Htunes, White Station and tors
Dr. Stewart told
conventions."
Bertrand ended any hopes the
South Side also have Negro
deflated Terriers had of pulling
reporters.
players for the first time. Bobby
the game out of the fire when
starting fullback for the
DraM,
The press conference wa,
a Leech pass was intercepted. Scrappers at South Side, played
Bertrand ran out the clock to football and basketball last year held in the Federal Building ofinsure its first victory over at Booker T. Washington.
fice of Congressman George NV
Catholic after two meetings.
were
Grider.
Carver and Messick
The Terriers won last year as
scheduled to collide in the final
teams
grid
Negro
and
white
Dr. Stewart was in Memphis
-league game of the season
played for the first time. Only inter
Stato address a luncheon meeting
night at Crump
Melrose's one point loss to Thursday
nona
Byrne,
Bishop
of the Health and Welfare PlanC131IS blots the Negro Prep- dium.
this sea- ning Council of Memphis and
team
affiliated
league
hereleague contests with the
November 13th
leaguecon tests with the here- son, has a November 13th Shelby County held at the
a
has
son,
of
Several
circuit.
white
before
Sheraton-Peabody hotel.
with Bertrand.
the laer leguet teams have Crtunp date

HOW
FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING'

ROGUE & KNOTT
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . . .

EYE THESE BARGAINS TODAY!

MODERN WAITING ROOM — Here is the waiting roons
of Dr. Robert J. Howse who opened his office recently at
191 S. Wellington st. Howse came to Memphis after serving
ea the staff of Mekarry Medical college in Nashville. He
is a graduate of Tennessee ma State University and Me-

harry Medical College and was a resident physician in the
George Hubbard hospital in the department of obstetrics
and gynecology for three years. He served the Tuskegee
community in Alabama seven months following the death
of Dr. M. Mitchell.

••••••

Delegates Open 31st Annual Meet Poverty
director; Manpower Development Training Act and Apprentice Training by Sam Ganz,
deputy of Manpower. Administrator of Labor Department;
Job Corp. by David Gottlied
special assistant to the director. Other specific programs under discussion were Head Start,
Legal Service, Project UpwardBound and Work-Experience
(Adult Education).

MEIROCOlOR

...like
nothing
else
you ever
tasted
(except
champagne

Joan's cooking dinner,
calling the drug store,
stirring the gravy,
telling her guests to
make it 7:00,
turning down the peas,
calling her husband,
and tossing the salad.
Joan's doing aH this
in one spot
Thanks to her
handy kitchen phone.

Consists of 1 Lb. SI iced
Bologna & 1 Lb. Sliced
Luncheon meat. ONLY

VARIETY PACK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN
CUBED STEAKS

LUZIANNE

2'2 Lb. Jar

Choice. .Per Lb..

59c

100 count

U.S. Choice,
Heavy Steer Beef

Large
Size

•

Choice. .Per Lb.

RIB STEAK
BEEF TONGU ES
PORK CUTLETS L...

SWEET
POTATOES

1 19
15'
97c

Lb.

Lb.

and BoneleAs

Lb

89'
55
69'

SUPER KING SIZE

DOUBLE COLA

90

6 BTL. CTN.

39c

Plus
Deposit

1 LIMIT

WESSON OIL39

Lb.

STEAKS

24 oz. Bottle
SIRLOIN
USDA Choice
Heavy Steer T BONE
Beef
PORTERHOUSE
NECK BONES

89(
Lb. 99'
L b.

Lb. $109

19c

or pig toot

KING COTTON

FRANKS
S
HORT

RIBS pOefr BPeaeuf^ d

P.;. 58'
49c BP:rinpoeun129'

Ajax

49c, :

ENT
,DETERG
Giant Pkg.

300 COUNT A
SPECIAL

SNOWDRIFT
3 C1-ban 69c

FRYERS

CUT UP

LB. 29

95

NtixH110413Vs
\-TISSUE ‘Ei
ANTI - FREEZE \
$1 39
CORN Pkg.
I 3POP
Minute Lb. 10
I Gal.
Pre Season Sale
PR ESTONE

PO* eise that costs so little lets Joan do so much so eesily?)

Sparkling CHAM PALE is the one for fun.
It bubbles like champagne, tastes
like champagne, yet costs just pennies
more than beer. Join your friends...
buy CHAMPALE wherever beer is sold.

CHAMPAil
11614,000110 19,•..•r), of N..)

LIMIT PER FAMILY

,

.

I

40
.
4.

t.11

gr.!
‘050lir
4
:

MOTOR OIL
MOTOR OIL

Overt
7-6

22
25

PORK cHops Fcirust 49
FRESH

Ranger 10W30

Quart

lb.
)4[4.3tir
..f a a

Tr•nfOn•

A. S. Barboro, Inc.
Southern Bell

49'

SORGHUM

Fr•sh,
W•ll Trimmed

Fascist controlled South Africa

African. Caribbean and other,
non-white as well as liberal' Other key factors influencing
white nations were bitterly tris-' the meetings include:
appointed at a recent World
The admitting of Guyana,
Court decision to the effect that
the former South American
African
Soub
the status of the
color* of British Guiana, to the
mandate over South West Africa world organization. Guyana's
was legally none of their busi- Negro Prime Minister, Forbes
seas.
Burnham oas expected to at.
tend.
or
lead
Negro
40
The nearly
predominated nations that share Along with the return of IndoU.N. membership with some 79 nesia, announced Monday, the
others are expected to exert admission of Guyana will raise
strong pressure throughout the U.N. membership to 119 counsession for sanctions against tries.

1 2 Lb. Jar

Open Kettle

THE BIGGEST
UNDERSEA
ADVENTURE
OF ALL!

South Africa, Rhodesia
Policies Are Under Fire
Portuguese controlled Angola,
and the British record on
Rhodesia. sources said, might
also expect to have a rough sailing.

15c

PLUS

sEA

' UNITED NATIONS. N Y. —
The United Nations spotlighted
the glaring controversy over
South West Africa late Tuesday
at the opening of the 21st General Assembly Meeting.

FLOUR

POOR BOY'S

Lb.
Bag

PniNg113
0011111
0
At the luncheon meeting held 44-1A
WI NAN TORS PRODUCTION
in the U. S. Senate, NNPA conferred with selected party Senate leaders who favor both. Sorry
TilE
closure and passage of the 1966 LLOYD viDGES
Civil flights Bill. Efforts to MEV['ZINN/4 KEY
meet with minority party lead- DAVE McCALIUM
er. Senator Everett Dirksen, KEENAN WYNN • IMASMLL THCM'SON
failed because of his unavil- GARY MERRILL r PANNASOK e. ut TROCOLOR
ability.

The 17.N. Assembly comes to order

NEW CROP

5
51
SON OF A
GUNFIGHTER
TEA BAGS
In CINEMASCOPE

Continued From Page 1

QUEEN QUALITY

119 St. Paul
Phone 527-6813
House Of Quality Since 1877

7 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1378 HOLLYWOOD
4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK
973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR
3362 SUMMER
3384 NO. THOMAS (In Frazier-Hiway 51 North)

0
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LeMoyne Gets Money
For Student Loans

For Men In Vietnam

Business firms or individuals
wishing to donate items forth.
Jr., Mem- i"ditty" bags are asked to conchairman, tact the Memphis Area Red
American
plans to Cross at 272-9631.

Milton H. Smith,
phis Area Chapter
said today that the
National Red Cross
distribute "ditty" bags filled
with small Christmas gifts to
every serviceman or woman in
Viet Nam.

WINS GOLDEN WINGS —
Albert R. Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B.
Thompson of 579 Arrington

ave., has his naval aviator
wings pinned on by Capt.
K. R. Town, USMC, during
ceremonies at the U . S.

Ensign A. R. Thompson
Wins Aviator Wings

EAST HORSLEY, England —
through projects or classes conAnthony Watson
ducted or special tutoring or (UP1)—Dr
other arrangements made for has decided that the arrival at
such purpose
. such as his office of two men who ask"tujion; required fees and charges books, materials, supplies, ed to be treated for sore finequipment and special devi- gers they had pricked with
ces necessary" for the educa- roses was his cue to emigrate
This bill, intended to provide
tion of the handicapped child. to Australia.
relief for parents who incur burdensome expense because of ",The amount of money is "The abuse of the Health
the special education required very, very small as far as the Service (specialized medicine)
for a handicapped child, per- Government is concerned, but has reached a point where peomits the parent to deduct pri- it is a heavy burden for those ple passing my office think up
families which have a handi- a complaint and pop in to waste
vate institutional expenses.
capped child who must be sent my time," said Watson.
Parents could deduct expen- , to a special school at a thousand
ses necessary for "securing of dollars a year or more," Mr.
such education and training Grider said
ILFORD. England — (UPI)
Jimmy Gerard heard a rattling
sound when his dog, Jason,
moved about. He brought the
animal to a vet for an emergency operation. Seven ball
bearings--each an inch in diaNaval Auxiliary Station at
meter—were found in Jason's
Chase
Field,
Beeville.
stomach.
Texas.
The Tri-State Defender joined
in extending congratula-P
tions and commendation to the
Shelby County Young Democrats Club on the success aI chieved by the organization in
a report meeting held last
week.

Defender Praises Local
Young Democrats Club

Troops Pullout
Of Dominican

Naval Reserve Ensign Albert the United States' only single
Practically all Democratic
R. Thompson, son of Mr. and seat supersonic jet trainer, the
nominees, including Gov. Frank
Mrs. Richard B. Thompson of Grumman F-11A "Tiger."
Clement, were present at a
579 Arrington ave., received his
naval aviator wings recenuy at He received instruction in SANTO DOMINGO — (UPI) meeting attended by representhe U. S. Naval Auxiliary Sta- fighter tactics and air-to-air — The controversial six-nation tative leadership of both the
Negro and white community.
tion at Chase Field in Beeville, gunnery.
Force Each of the candidates present
Texas, and had them pinned on' A graduate of the Case Insti- Inter-American Peace
(IAPF) finally disbanded Tues- pledged to support the Demoin a ceremony by Marine Cant tute of Technology in
Cleveland,
cratic nominees.
K. R. Town, USMC.
Ohio, Ensign Thompson entered day. Its few members still rehome,
The Defender saluted the canHis designation represents 18 the service in November 1964. maining here depart for
months of flight training at Bee- His father is the principal of leaving the Dominican Republic didates and the Young Demoville and at the Naval Air Sta- Carver High school.
to face an uncertain future crats in this pledge of party
unity. A spokesman for the
tion in the Pensacola, Fla.
on its own.
paper said, "We cannot stress
area.
T h e Dominican Republic, strongly enough the need for
The first part of his instrucshares the island of His- party unity if the member of
which
tion covered basic studies in
both the Negro and white races
panola with Haiti, has a popio are to join together hand in
and navigation,
engineering
lation of 3.5 million of which an hand and march ever forward
simulated flights in the Link
Trainers, familiarization of the
estimated 65 to 75 per cent are to achieve the same level of
type of aircraft used, basic and The 50th Ward Civic club
progress in Tennessee as we exof African or mixed descent
scholar.
recently
presented
advanced instrument training.
pect to see achieved in this
extended navigation flights and ships to two students who
The peace force was formed great land of ours.
landings aboard the aircraft will be entering college this
at the height of the Dominican'
fall, and receiving the
carrier U. S. S. Lexington.
Albert
War nearly 17 months ago.!
Rev.
Civil
awards from
Upon completion of that part Frison, Sr., second from The Organization of American'
of his training, he was assigned right, are Albert Frison, Jr. States WAS) on May 5, 1965,
to Training Squadron 26 for and Miss V er nell Thurauthorized the sending of troops
mond. Beaming with pride
Phase Two.
at right is Otha Thurmond, — an unprecedented step of
Phase Two consisted of six vice president of the 50th direct collective intervention in
weeks of flight instruction in Ward Civic Club and father
of a sovereign ,
of Miss Thurmond. (With- the affairs
American nation.
ther Photo)

Little Pearl's Sundry

Area Tuesday

He explained that the bag is a
small, nylon net bag given to
the servicemen to hold personal
gear such as shaving equipment, letter writing materials,
letters from home. etc.
Mr. Smith explained that
Red Cross chapters throughout
the country have been asked to
make and fill the bags, some
360,000 in all, to be shipped to
Viet Nam before October 15.
The Memphis Area Chapter has
agreed to fill 1,000 bags, Smith
said

Civic Club Gives
war s
rads '

AirSPECIALIST
The Memphis Area Chapter FUEL
soa
Sarden.
C.
William
man
has appealed to local businesses who wish to donate items to of Mrs. Hattie T. Hudson of
fill the bags.
4844 Ortie drive, Memphis, has
pens.
ballpoint
Items include:
been selected for training at
writing paper, address books, the Amarillo AFB, Texas, as
Plastic cigarette cases, cigaretan Air Force fuel specialist.
te lighters, terrycloth wash
basic
cloths, nail clippers, plastic He recently completed
TexAFB,
Lackland
at
training
oards,
playing
soapdishes,
2S.
books,
paper-back
games,

British Briefs

Representative George Grider ID., Tenn.) today introduced a bill to permit parents
of handicapped children Co deduct expenses for special training and education.

Red Cross Seeks Items
small recording tapes, comic
books and plastic snapshot
holders. All items should be in
new condition.

"I can think of no group more
Ideserving than this. I will do
everything I can to get them
the broadest possible relief."

Proposed Bill Would
Aid The Handicapped

res ent Hollis F. Price of Title 1
program for community
LeMoyne announced this week
two additional Federal grants; service and continuing educaalong with a gift of $1,000 from 1 tional programs. It was given
Congressman George Grider to LeMoyne for continuance of
(D., Tenn.).
its race relations conference
One of the grants amounts to The $1,000 check from Con$79,124 under the National Degressman Grider is for scholarfense Student Loan Program.
It will provide loans for 361 ships. He gave checks totaling
needy students. The Govern- $7,500 to the scholarship fund
ment jallocation provides 90 per of 8 Memphi colleges and uncent of the fund and the col- iversities. The money was the
lege puts up the other 10 per amount of the pay raise voted
by Congress two years ago
cent.
During his campaign, CongressThe second grant for $1,875man Grider promise to fuse the
comes under the Government's I raise for scholarships.

The Memphis Area Chapter
of the American Red Cross today offered Mid-South families
and businesses the opportunity
to show in a tangible way that
they are solidly behind our
fighting men in Viet Nam.
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1298 N. BELLEVUE
• HALF FRIED CHICKEN
• BUFFALO FISH !SANDWICH OR PLATE)
• JUMBO SHRIMP
• HOT TAMALES
"FREE DELIVERY"
•COLD BEER, CHAMPALE AND DRINKS TO GO
Klondyke and New Chelsea
A Minimum Price Order)
CALL 526-1374

lizirlane 500

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!

cti Brrr,
that's
good!

1„4°43N
,

\Piga PRooFulk

At A Special Low Price

For Fairlane's Sale of the Year

GIMEIS

ONLY .... $2095

DISTILLED LON0014 DIST

GIN
The famous frosty bottle
pours the coldest, crispest drinks.

g4 in a iey•a

Jan Matzeliger (1852-1889)

I

DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 *ROOT 10016GRA/N NEUTRAL Sp,arTs w • G,1.90.,
LTD DIVOT IV NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS ;0. N.Y C. PROOUCT OF U LA.

dadigimmimmimms
JOBS
His invention made Lynn, Mass.,
the shoe capital of the world
to work
'When Jan Matzehger first wentfactory,
shoe
Massachusetts,
In a Lynn,
one
he was surprised to learn that just
complete.
shoe took hours to
was
He discovered the reason for thishand
which
the laborious process by
leather
lasters painstakingly pleated the
and fitted uppers to soles. that in the
Matztliger couldn't believe
to do
year 1877 a way couldn't be foundso, on
And
machine.
the lasting job by
experiment
his own time, he began to be done.
might
with ideas on how this
a room over
He started out by renting There,
using
Mission.
the old West Lynn
imand
boxes
cigar
old
scraps of wood,

provised tools, he fashioned models of
his idea. Finally, when he felt that he
was on the right track, he used an old
forge to mold the gears and cams that
went into his working model.
His invention was an immediate success. Its adoption created thousands of
new jobs for an operation that had been
limited to a few craftsmen. Shoe prices
were cut in half, and wages doubled.
Within a short time, exports jumped
from 1,000,000 to 11,000,000 pair a year.
And Lynn, Massachusetts, had become
the world's largest shoe manufacturing
center. All•because Jan Ernst Matzeliger
had invented the first lasting machine.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON

Ktreuev•itIlW4PIT

1$00•1100. WNISAEY,

PROD,. Ywf OLD Y••LOA

nismirer CO , ,,,,,,oat & Louisviit.e. ay.

of each American in this series.
containing the portrait and story
10016
Send for free booklet
1343.99 Park Ave., N.Y., N.Y.
Americans Booklet, Room
write to: Ingenious

Are Available
For Trained People
BANK TELLERS
PBX RECEPTION 1st
CASHIER-CHECKERS
TRAIN NOW
TERMS ARRANGED
MEMPHIS AREA ARE HIRING QUALIFIED PERSONNEL. HIGH
SCHOOL NOT NECESSARY. NO AGE LIMIT. DAY OR NITE
•-•
CLASSES. AIR-CONDITIONED

Visit or Call

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876

527-5508

If you want to do ail your own shifting, the 4.4peed u

larianer optional 4-speed manual transmission (available vrith V-11%) is fully synchronised with
higher aumarieal ratio in fry gear. Gives Mat takeoff
from mending mart. Floor-mounted shift lever has positive nmerse-gear lockout
for you.

FAIRLANIS

Special with the Fairlane GTA is new Sport Shift
Cavise-O-Sifatic Drive, which permits both manual
mad automatic shifting. For manual gear changing,rnovr
shift Irvvr back to Low (1) and upihift through 2nd
(2) and Into High or Drive (D). For fully amomauc
shaftiag, Amply move levvar to One and get!

FAIRLANIES

FAIRLANIS

Finance Plan to Fit Everyone's Pocket
$5900

$5000

DOWN

/

PER MONTH

A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today
take a minute to make your deal!

It will only

BETTER BUY AT

IHIERFIF FORD
162450 SUMMER AVE.

458-1151

•
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Sunday School
Night Planned
At New Harvest

Women's Day At 'Legion Post 27 Begins
Union '
Its Membership Drive
20.

tII "st

Union Rapt churth at
of appeals in virtually pli
Turley at. will celebrate annual Spokesmen for Autress Rus- ety
Woman's Day on Sunday, Sept. sell Post 27 of the American fields of human endeavor
Legion announced a concen- There is room for the fun-lover
25.
membership drive to extrated
the
at
speaker
featured
The
as well as for the serious
a period of weeks.
over
tend
J.
Mrs.
morning service will be
minded veteran, for the sports
last week.
Sunday School Night will be
West wife of the pastor. The drive began
W.
the entertainer, the
enthusiast,
observed on Sunday night, sept.
Speaking at the afternoon
Post members are meeting on hobbyist, the civic-minded, an
25, beginning at 7:30 at t h e
program will be Mrs. R. W. the first and third Tuesday the devout church-goer.
New Harvest Baptist church at
Mrs. Carrie T. Ander- nights of each month at 4011
Cooper.
2532 Warren st. The program is
of Woman's Beale Avenue in the Elks Rest.1 Addressing himself to veterchairmen
is
son
being sponsored by Mrs. Joe
Day
at 8 p.m. On the night of Sept- 1 ans, Mr. Pitcher said, "You
Adair.
Rev. J. W. West is pastor of ember 20th special attention are eligible for membership in
was given to plans to distribute' the American Legion if you
Guest from about 30 church- the church.
funds from t h e discontinued served honorably at any tine
es are scheduled to be present
Eleventh District. All veterans between these dates: World
and participate. A flannel board
present-'
be
will
are invited to attend this meet- War I, April 6, 1917 to Novemdemonstration
ber 11, 1918; World War 11,
ing.
ed by Mrs. 0. C. Crivens of St.
The Bertha Evans Auxiliary
H. F. Pitcher, Post Service Dec. 7, 1941 to September 2
Stephens Baptist church.
will present its program of Officer said, "There's room for 1945 the Korean Conflict, June
The guest superintendent in fashions and tea on Sunday, you in the Legion, because the! 25, 1950 to July 27, 1953; and
charge of the service will be Sept. 25, from 4 to 6, at Walker American Legion offers a vari- also the Vietnam War.
Ananias Boyd of the New Pil- Memorial church, and the pubgrim Baptist church. Devotions lic is invited. The church is
will be conducted by Jine N. located at 483 Flynn rd.
Gardner of St. Andrews AME
Mrs. Rose Liford is president
church.
of the club, and Mrs. Mary
Rev. Robert Allen will be the Jackson in charge of publicity
presiding superintendent of New
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Harvest Baptist church. The
public and the congregation are
Defender to address below
asked to support the program.

Auxiliary To Present
Fashions And Tea

New Subscription Order

Rev. R. S. Pamphlet is pastor
of the church.

W.
George
Congressman
• Grider is slated to be the guest
▪ speaker on Sunday. Sept. 25. at
3 p.m., when the Loyal Educa• tional club presents its sixth
. annual scholarship drive in

Bruce Hall on the LeMoyne college campus.
State Representative A. W.
Willisis, the alternate for Congressman Grider.
Other platform guests will be

i- Mrs. Frances Coe Will
Review Book On Ghetto

Picnic Held On
College Lawn
A "get acquainted"

Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr.,'Donations will be accepted.
Mrs. Anna Wood is president
Eric Anderson, Atty. Henry
Sutton, Dr. Hollis Price, Rev. of the club, Mrs. Juanita Colepicnic
man, secretary, and Mrs. Mag- was held Saturday afternoon at
S. B. Kyles and Fred Davis.
The public is invited. There,gie Kelly, supervisor.
LeMoyne for the college's fawill be no 'admission charge.1
culty-staff members and their
families. The picnic was held
on the lawn in the rear of
Sweeney Hall.

Next Sunday Is
Faith Day To
Be Observed At Women's Day At
Pleasant Green Ward Chapel

' Mrs. Lawrence Coe. member1 how one man survived the
-• of the Memphis Board of Edu- crime and violence of the ghetcation, secretary of the Mem- to with honor.
.
=phis War on Poverty Commit- He recently testified before
- tee, and long active in civic the Senate sub-committee deal1 The women of Ward Chapel
7 affairs, will review the much- ing with the problems of big 1 The Senior Choir of
AME Church, 1125 South ParkPleasant
discussed book "MANCHILD IN cities and chaired by Senator Green Baptist church will oh:way
East, will celebrate their
- TilE PROMISED LAND-. for Abraham A. Ribicoff (Demo'
serve "Faith Day" Sunday, Annual Day Sunday, September
the Cossitt Library's "Lunchina crat from Connecticut.)
- with Books- program Thursdav. Mrs. Coe will bring heir ex- Sept. 25, at 3 p.m. at the 25. Miss Erma L. Clanton of
September 21 at noon.
'St John Baptist Church (Vance
periences with members of church.
The book is the autobiography poverty areas in Memphis to
the Rock of Avenue). and a member of Melwill
be
Guests
- of the Negro ghetto author. bear on those reported by the
rose High School facult y, will
Ages Baptist Church. Shady speak at the morning service
Claude Brown.
author.
Grove. Macedonia (Boxtown).1 at 11 o'clock.
In view of the educational and "Lunching with Books" is
find Prof. Samuel Spann and
social disadvantages membe.s taped live for broadcast over
thq Pentecostal Male Group. A panel will discuss t h e
of minorities face in urban c-en- WMPS-FM during the eight
Mr. Leon)ard Mitchell of Colum- theme, "Woman in A Rapidly
ters. Mr. Brown's experiences o'clock hour Thursday evening. bus Bapfist
Church, Mr. George! Changing Society" at 4 p.m.
noon
the
public,
the
to
deOpen
serious
through
moving
3f
Mrs.
Josephine Jack- Participants will be Mrs. MatYancey,
who
linquency to a college degree program encourages those
son,
and
many
other outstand- tie R. Crossley, supervisor in
ind study for the legal prufes- come to bring their lunches ing
choirs, soloists and groups i the Memphis City Schools, Mrs:
available.
is
of
Coffee
picture
iion give a pertinent
of the city will also be present.1 Selicia Sartain, guidance counselor at Lester High School and
The featured sermon will bel Mrs. Rutha Stong, counselor at
delivered by the pastor of PleaSchool.
01111111111 UUUU111•11•••••11•••111•1111111••11111111111 sant Green, Rev. E. L. McKin- Melrose High
fly. Miss Nina Jai Daughtery i Mrs. Julia Pleas is general!
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
•
will serve as Mistress of Cere-:chairman for the "Annuat
monies. Sponor of the program'Day", along with Mrs. Ira L.
• is Charles Parker, along with, Wells, co-chairman, Mrs. Mar-I
•
•Effective November 29 l965
Mrs. Clara Matthews, president guerite Cox, publicity chairman'
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
of the Senico* Choir.
and Rev R. L. McRae, pastor.
•
Sat ft. Sea 51 25
•
Monday
—
•
• Sat Opor SAM te 6 P M

•
•

thru
Friday

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

•
3100 Summer at Baltic
•
ois••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e

RED HOT SPECIALS
REAL COOL OLDSMOBILES

GO BY 1311S-Iii*
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

$500 WINNER

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Clarence Porker
242 Safforons
Memphis, Tenn.

** ,
*

*
A..
*
111.

*
*
*

INCLUDES

Radio
H seer
Power siospr;.+g
power bruit
Ski* mirror
Chrome window f•arnsts
Mood plass
Dislums soot belts

Automatic fronvntssisto
Dolor* stowing wheel
white fins
Wheel discs
WIndststold woshor
lack up lights
spud otortric rigors

End

482 S. Perkins

Ext.

Zen* No.

Strict Addreu
City

Slot

•

Up To

"Let's
Go
To
The
Races"

$500 WINNER
Mrs. Albert Jordan
1646 Michigan
Memphis, Tenn.

night at 7 P.M.

Channel 5 .
You could be one
of the Lucky Winners'

*
*
*
*
*
*

***It

ear

682-4637

on WMCT-TV

SEE TEEN SPECIALS
AT ALL HOEHN LOTS!

*
*************

Y

TO

Phon•

. Every Saturday

*I

$3295

THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENCER

PLAY

* FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED

88 SEDANS

ORGANS•PIANOS
Sal es* S•r,ce• en to!

$5

*****************4

*
*
*
*

One year $6.00 Six months $3.50

You Can

•
•
J.
25
$
H
R
WAS
:CA
Sun noon I AM t,2 PM

M 6rP1442
V
1:12

Get Your

$100 WINNER
Miss Helen Fowler
138 W. Norwood
Memphis, Tenn.

Race Cards At
BIG STAR

$100 WINNER

;100 WINNER

$100 WINNER

Mrs. Kate Moore
1066 Delmar, Apt. 16
Memphis, Tenn.

Savinas

WE MEAN BUSINESS

R
YO
PR
os
°L

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
rt't
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Nov
For Individuals And Groups

CALL, WRITE or

WIRE
TAILORS

CUSTOM

BHS
INC.

2525 Summer

323-5556

248

Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, 7.....sus
"YOUR Cowpony Makes WJ,,t Yogi Ask For And
Creat•s W hot You Think or

$100 WINNER
Mrs. Ethel Bell Harper
3050 Tillman Cove
Memphis, Tenn.

James Virges
Woodland, Miss.

Robert Morgan
Lake Cormorant, Miss.

'6C)
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Trenton News

New School Reps

Mrs Louise Carnes. Luke Stanley was here from Milwaukee.
Mrs. 'era Christmas and
Naamon Cole left last Sunday
Losie B. Barnett are here from
for Tamms, Ill. He will visit his
Detroit visiting relatives. They brother and sister.
are also visiting in Dyersburg.
DEATH
First Baptist church celebratMrs. Lessie Howard passed
ed annual Homecoming on Sun- suddenly at her home on Monday, Sept. 18. The pastor is day night, Sept. 4 Her funeral
was held last Sunday afternoon
' Rev. A. H. Rice.
at the first Baptist church.
Mrs. Lillie Coffy of CleveOTHER EVENTS
land, Ohio, and Mrs. Florence
Mr and Mrs Chester Harris
Bradford of Cairo, Ill . were is
the city last week visiting Mrs. are the proud parents of anAlma Wells and Ware Sanders, other baby girl.
and attending meetin-s of the
Russell NIcLin was in the city
Primitive Baptist Association
last week on business.
in Humboldt.
VISITS AND VISITORS

Hold Meet Here
The School Community Representative's held their first
regular meeting at 1 P.M. at
Use District Office A lively dis-I
scussion of problems of each
S.C.R followed with suggestions
for solutions.
Many materials were distributed relative to news items in
school, an inventory of parents
talents and job description of
S.C.R.'s.
The S.C.R.'s feel that they
have been of envaluable service in their schools. Some of
the duties performed during the
past week were assisting in re
gistration, house calls and first
meeting with many parents.
tic about it work and wants to
express its appreciation for the
reception and cooperation of
school administrators and citizens of Lawndale.

DR. C. D. COLEMAN

ON SHOPPING FREE — Mist Gistlys
Freeman, arms loaded with three large
hams, paced herself well as she headed for
the Del Farm checkout counter as the
Pepsi-Cola Shopping Spree got underway.

WOLFF SHOES

Top..,, Med. heel, T-sf.ap, soft
feaf'rer,, Vac% navy or brown.
22.0.

the
go.
the
an

News ... Briefly

SET THE PACE
FOR FALL!
Come, choose the newest style for autumn,
from our compete fall
cd;lection of fine footwear.

By walking fast instead of running,
members of the Freeman family were
ing strong when the whistle blew and
15-minute dash for groceries came to
end.

is out again
Mrs. Emma T. Terrell of ,. Dr. J. T. Seat
of about
illness
an
folliming
South Bend, Ind., Mrs. Lintel
two
M. Campbell of Kansas
City.ans, of ' o
Miss Eula Andrews
K
s. Mrs. George Thompkd
M r7eaen
Chicago and Mrs. Lena Wat.on, son of Humboldt, Tenn. were
spent the past weekend in the in the city last Sunday.
' city.
Mr and Mrs. Clacks have
! Mrs. Mary Moore of Indiana- moved from the farm to the
polis, Ind., visited the city last Booker Homes on Lexington at.
weekend. Mrs. Phyllis Powell is
Mrs. Christine Robinson Is
here from Muncie. Ind.
repairs made on
having
htq. ho
Earnest Ward was here from
St. Louis, Mo., to visit Mr. and
Elder Nathaniel Ward was
Mrs. J. H. Johnson. Mrs. Pauline Reid was here from St. here from Kansas City, MO. te
Louis to visit her brother and visit his mother, Mrs. Sandersister, Roosevelt Elam and ford.

SAIGON — U. S. troops appeared to have squeezed the
7,000-man North Vietnamese 324 B Division into a 10-mile wide
circle of the demilitarized zone near the coast. Planes, artillery,

(r1

ships and ground forces were battering the elusive division.
A few miles to the South, U. S. Marines seized the fortified
village of An Dinh from Communist regulars in heavy fighting.

S4411t, 111 I rl I ro

IllAgni•i. fir

VATICAN CITY — Pope Paul VI urged all Catholics to
pray during October for an end to the war in Viet Nam. The
Vatican made clear the Pontiff shares the U. S. view that
COMPLETES BASIC — Marine
Private Ray McGregory, son of
Mrs. Elnora Montgomery of 312
Linden st., has completed four
weeks of individual combat
training at Camp LeJeune, N.C.,
consisting of more than 200
hours of instruction in guerilla
warfare, the use of infantry
weapons, combat patrols a n d
squad tactics and is being assigned to four weeks of basic
specialist training for a job in
the Marine Corps.

talks to end the war must be quick and unconditional.
WASHINGTON — The House voted to repeal so-called
"Coolie Trade Laws" — designed to regulate the flow of
Oriental servants into the United States.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. — Nearly half of all battle casualties
Nam are wounds ,of the limbs, according to Vice Adm.
Viet
in
R. B. Brown, surgeon general of the Navy.
Addressing the 1966 meeting of the Society of Military
Orthopedic Surgeons, Brown reported on 4,388 Navy and
Marine casualties hospitalized during the first six months of
this year.

Center ... High !lee! black

•40,

camel brown t7;m.

leather

Pump 22.00,
'.•••••••••

The lady with
the Naturalizer Walk
loves a shoe of
care -free Corfam.

Befow ... All navy or black with
camel brown trim in soft
leather. 22.00.

Sizes to 12
AARA io B

Sizes

Over 10

$1 Extra

MA and
Phone Orders
Welcome.
Add 45c
Postage,
4`;' Tenn. Tax.
Fine Men and Women Shoes

WIG HOSPITAL

Po-e 525-2152

62 So. Main

LEON THURMOND invites you to inspect his new location at 1035 Union
A venu e. Here in this beautiful showroom-workroom, you can shop relaxed in
air-conditioned c om fort, The numerous textures and colors of auto upholstery
fabrics are displayed for your easy and pleasurable selection. Seventeen years
of superior workmanship has made LEON THURMOND one of Memphis most.popunrtri to
lar "Car Care Centers." Seat cover installation starts at S12 os
"Top It Off." a smartly -styled vinyl convertible top for only S54.95. LEON
THURMOND can also install the popular Landau vinyl top. Your satisfaction
is our guarantee. Whatever you need, horn upholstery to interior cleaning and
shampooing, motor cleaning and painting, or mirror glaze, see LEON THURMOND
CUSTOM AUTO UPHOLSTERY, 1035 Union, Phone 276-5446. Also Located at
2359 Lamar. Phone 324-2266.

Tick-tock...tick-tock...

E
OLD CHIART
Finest Bourbon
Kentucky's

7

years old

Colors:
11.1k tK BRUNO
Siifin
1

NATURALIZER SHOE STORE
85 SO. MAIN ST.
at! '^•1

r.^t-!': re7.

for ;I: rro--modir porornorh. roofe470.

for expert
•

Weaving & Repairing
Cleaning & Styling
Cutting & TIOnning
Tinting & Dyeing

SIR iGHT BOURBON WHISKY•66 PROOF•01965,OLD CHARTER 01ST. CO.,LOUISVILLE, KY.

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

Charge Account

There's long wear and easy Me
built right into this Naturalizer
%%Aker. It's Corfam, the
remarkable shoe material that
Sever nerds polishing, and
}ceps its beautiful shape all itS
long life. And you can he sure
of perfect comfort, thanks to
%ride slacken heols and soft,
cushioned insoles.

•

TRADE YOUR OLD WIG IN ON A NEW ONE- LIBERAL TRADE IN ALLOWANCES.
CALL AND LET'S TALK ABOUT YOUR WIG PROBLEMS.

HOURS:10:00 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Mon., Thur., Fri., Sat
10:00 A.M.- 7:00 P.M. Tues. and Wed.

r'7,40

OPEN LATER BY APPOINTMENT

t

Sales & Fitting

404

THE

••••...,—
*4*

!!*?!‘
A

.41•-

SMART SHOP

582 VANCE

RETAIL
WHOLESALE

PH ONE 527-5425

Point of View
NAT D. WILLIAMS

The New
0ig
Tri-State Defender

The mob rule that prevailed in Grenada, Mississippi, last
week was a most unfortunate incident. It was too close (to
Memphis) for comfort. In fact, any mob action or riot is too
close to any adjacent community, or community anywhere in
the United States, for comfort. Mob rule and riots are threats
to everybody . . . those involved and those not involved.

"The South's indisponehtnt Weekly"
Nemo Offita 236 Usti W.11iag$

— rhea* JA ‘11391

It's tough to face the ugly fact that too many ciizens of his
country are living ghettos individuilly. Their minds and souls
are eaten out by the cesspools of prejudice and hatred, the
pits of frustration and hopelessness, the blind corners of rage,
and the back alleys of viciousness characteristic of the ghetto.
They, (such individuals) are the stuff of which mobs are made
and with whom riots are fomented. Such individuals, so afflicted, are easily turned into savage animals on the least provocation concerning real or imagined wrongs.

Memphis, Tenn. - 38126
Publisher
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
General Manager
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
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MANN L. REID
Advertising Manager
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Class Postage raid it Memphis. Tennessee, Under Act of March 2, 111711.

Only persons moved with animal savagery could beat
young children with ax handles and chains . . stomp them
into the ground and even turn on their own kind (in the mat.
ter of race). Such action by otherwise normal looking persons
indicates that there is something wrong in the moral fiber of
the United States. Scrrnebody has missed the boat in teaching
them the fundamentals of American citizenship, the principle,
of Christianity, and the age-old tradition of humane treatment
of fellow beings. Even stray dogs merit better treatment than
was accorded those Negro school children in Grenada.

Notional Advertising Roprissantatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS. INC. -310 Madison Avartwo, Now Yotk,I7, N.Y.
M•••••=1.

SUMO 1,811,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

YOUTHARAMA WINNERS — Winners of
the quadrennial contest sponsored by the
AME Zion church at its General Convention
on Christian Education and General Youth
Assembly are seen here during recent meet
at Livingstone college Saulsbury, in North
Carolina. From left are Sandra Terry,
Chattanooga; Patricia Adams, Little Rock;

The Girard Case

Curtis Crockett, Hamtramck, Mick.; Jacqueline Hankins, Hubert, N.C.; Lillian
Payne, Montgomery, Ala., Rita Scott,
Bronx, N.Y. Contestants were divided into
three groups; oratory, piano and vocal
music. The contest was held in Varick
auditorium.

But this is no time to cry or rant. This is the time to third,
plan, and improve our teaching methods .. . if the American
dream is to survive . . and to utter a prayer for forgivenes,
and compassion for both the aggressors and their victims.

ONLY IN AMERCIA . ..

A struggle that raged for almost Philadelphia neighborhood. It was
a year has at last ended in victory for established by Stephen Girard, a Philathe forces that dared stand up for ele- delphia financier who died in 1831 and
mentary human rights. When a Phila- whose will stipulated that admission to What made Daniel Burros a
tt)o. • :Asi
delphia federal district judge ruled that the school be limited to "poor white male singular psychopathic study
Si
was not that he was Jewish and
Pennsylvania law prohibits Girard Col- orphans."
a member of Norman Rocklege from excluding Negroes, a legal
The school's 13-member board of well's Nazi Party, a Klan orquestion that had often been raised in trustees refused to admit Negroes on ganizer, and an anti-S emitie
other segments of the country was the ground that they did not meet the agitator, but that he committed
suicide when his Jewish backsettled perhaps once and for all.
provisions of the Girard will. The court ground was revealed
by the
In a 70-page opinion, the judge held held that such a refusal violated the U.S. NEW YORK TIMES.
that the 118-year-old elementary and Constitution, the laws of Pennsylvania Apostates are rarely suicicial
preparatory school "is an educational in- and public policy.
Self-hate Is usually all • con-14
stitution under the supervision of the
-$
The moral character of the contest suming. It leaves little room
for shame.
commonwealth and is not in its nature transcends its legal aspect. In a civilized
Shame, not bedistinctly private."
society men should not have to have
fore Jews, but '
This ruling establishes a precedent recourse to the judicial process to estabbefore Nazis
in an area in which the application of the lish their claims to common justice and
made Burros
take his life. But
(Washington Bureau National News Service)
law on school integration had been chal- elementary rights. Human equality is
then, he had no l
lenged with impunity. A number of edu- an obligation from which a free society
historical p e r•
cational institutions had harped upon cannot disengage itself without endanspective.
Pierre Laval,
the argument of privacy as a convenient gering its own foundations. Right should
the traitor who
WASHINGTON — (NNS) — Watching the Senate operate
means of escaping integration.
prevail without the need for a resort to HARRY GOLDEN governed Vichy
can be a real humorous experience, especially if you are not
Girard is a freeboarding school at the force of law.
France, counted off every third depending upon the Senate to do anything special for the counthe hub of an underprivileged N orth
an open court to determine if try—like pass a civil rights bill.

Burros And The Evil Of Self-Hate
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By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER

Civil,Rights. And Senate Nonsense

True, it is easy to understand the passion of those who so
deeply resent what went on in Grenada that they find it difficult to find any place in themselves for prayers or forgiveness.
But if they will pause a minute they will gain a lesson from the
Grenada incident . . . and from all the other panicky mob
actions which have taken place in this country over the summer now closing.
One phase of that lesson will be a clearer insight into how
hard it is for men to change their hearts . . , how hard it is for
so many people to change old ways and old attitudes. Every
ounce of common sense, every tenet of Christianity, every
pronouncement of democracy, every facet of decency blazon
to the high heavens around the clock, how foolish it is for people to give over to their emotions, and allow rancor to claw
reason to death. Every time feelings run away with logic and
common sense . . . destroy self restraint and decency . . .
everybody suffers. The town of Grenada has been hurt. The
South has been hurt. The nation has been hurt. Humanity has
been hurt.
The same sentiment that moved the mob also governed the
law officers who were so slow in carrying out the duties of
their office. They were as scared of the forces of hate and
violence that the mob unleashed as the Negro children who
were abused. The children suffered physical injury. The policemen's souls and hearts were seared by the hot blasts let loose.
They weren't men enough to face up to the challenge of the
situation.

But they are not alone. Too many so-called decent Americans are also afraid to stand up and be counted when the hour
of decision arrives. Too many Americans do the "Pilate" . . .
the Jews were subverting ChrisThe activities of this august body during the first week after privately admitting that they see no harm in the Negro's petians, all the rabbis appeared Labor Day can only best be described as an exercise in futili- titions for justice and equality . . . but publicly "washing their
and showed the Archbishop the
hands" and declaring that they "have nothing to do with the
ty.
Talmud and asked his Emiwhole
mess".
Hardly any Senators even bothered to come to the floor of
nence to find there if he could,
the
Senate
to
do
any
work
to
earn
their
$35,000-a-year
salary.
the edivence of their subverSomeday the majority o' Americans are going to have to
It got so bad until some of the Senators present who wantsion.
stand up for economic, polit'cal, and social justice . . . and
ed to work threatened to send the sergeant-at-arms out to first
not permit the -sick souls" among them to carry the whole
A step with unquestioned beneficial financial reach of garment workers and The Archbishop admitted he locate the absent Senators, arrest them and bring them back nation down to perdiion.
could find no evidence in these to the Senate chamber and force them to do some work.
social consequences was undertaken by other workers on the island. More than books. Upon which Pfefferkorn
Of course, as you know, the issue which is trying to bethe executive board of the International three-fifths of the union's membership spoke up and said, "The blank come
the pending business of the day is the civil rights bill
Ladies Garment Workers Union when it is outside the New York metropolitan pages in the volumes are the of 1966.
subversive pages, the pages upvoted to provide $25-million in mortgage area, and about 14,000 members are in on which Jews take their secret
That's the bill which the House passed last month and
which contains a section on discrimination in housing which is
money for workers' housing in Puerto Puerto Rico. Sales, however, will not be orders from the demon."
causing most Senators to rue the day Negroes ever stepped
Rico.
limited to garment workers.
Self-hatred exists among all on the North American continent.
The financing will come from the
We can think of no more inspiring people. All of us move through
The problem is that basically facing our great northern and
union's general fund and from welfare way of helping the working class than a hostile society. There are western Senators in this election year is a simple one:
Jews who can not bear the word
and retirement funds to which employ- to provide the means which can ease ''Jew"
They either have to pass acivil rights bill that says Nein their presence.
ers contribute. This is the largest single life's burdens and at the same time help There are Negroes who hate groes ought to be able to purchase homes and live anywhere
this country (or something reasonably close to it), or else
investment the union has thus far made. them to maintain their dignity and self- the fact they are black. There in
Mr. Cassese said PBA would
By JACKIE ROBINSON
are Catholics who spend their kill the bill.
The new program calls for the con- respect. Ownership of a home in Puerto life reading and re-reading THE If they pass it, they have to explain to their constituents
commit
a large sum of money
A controversy is raging in
struction of individual homes for ap- Rico is a badge of respectability to a BIBLE UNMASKED.
that this/is the just and noble thing to do—and probably get New York City the outcome of toward seeking a public fight
proximately 2,000 families. The homes, far greater extent than it is on the main- A Daniel Burros who could crucified on election day.
which can have serious national and repeal of the Board. William
If they don't pass it, they have to say to the Negro and implications. What with race Buckley, an
which will have two, three or four bed- land. It invests the common man with a commit suicide is not as danEastern Goldwater
gerous as a Pfefferkorn who isworld: "We talk a great cal about truth and justice, but it riots erupting throughout the narooms, will be built in six areas. The sense of responsibility and independence sued libelous pamphlets and set the
type,
and
Conservative Parthe
was all just a game. We really don't mean any of it."
tion, with charges echoing from
areas are being chosen with the coop- that wins for him and his family a social up as a theological expert and
There is, however, a third alternative, the one most Sena- a score of ghettos that police ty which hardly ever wants anyeration of Commonwealth of Puerto Rico standing for which there is no equiva- in Sixteenth century Cermany tors appear to be taking. It is don't do anything now. Wait for brutality is one of the root thing which would benefit miset the friends of knowledge and
a brighter day—preferabiy after elections in November, or causes of riots and with a grow- norities, . are all .screaming
authorities in Arecibo, Mayaguez, Ponce, lent in the islanders' concept.
the humanists to war.
ing white backlash directed against the Board.
and in and around San Juan. The homes
The ILGWIT makes it possible for According to Raul Hilberg better still, after hell freezes over a bit.
no through•going, honest, dedicated, truth loving against black people, the New
are expected to sell for $12,000 to $15,- its workers to attain great goals. To this who wrote the definitive study, senator isSince
going
to walk up to you and admit that he is a chick- York City fight over a Civilian To his credit, Mayor Lindsay
"The Destruction of European
000.
we say: "Peace, it is truly wonderful." Jewry," there were two o r en, the easiest thing to do is just don't show up. And that is Review Board for the Police De- has stuck to his guns. He has
partment assumes gigantic pro- named the board
The new homes will be within the I
and given its
three Jewish clubs in Germany why Senate leaders cannot get a quorum, e.g., 51 or enough portions.
before Hitler took power whose Senators to legally do business.
membership an ethnic balance.
members would rise to attenThe Southern Senators, however, are having a field day. All the counWe must also give credit to a
tion as the future Gauleiters en- They are almost rollicking in the aisles watching the northern try knows that
courageous
Negro leader, Offitered and sing. "We Hate and western Senators run from the housing provision of the colorful, young
cer William Johnson, President
John
Lindsay
Ourselves."
civil rights bill.
gave the lie to
Self-hatred reaches an ietenof The Guardians, the Negro
They spend their days and nights preparing
"great"
that old warn sity that mere avarice. rrere speeches to be dlivered on the Senate floor, hoping to filibuster..n
contingent on the New York
g that "y o u
greed, mere envy never dreams
City police force.
civil rights bill into premature extinction,
the
can't
beat
city
of. Self-hatred possesses men in
For
instance,
last
Friday
venerable
James
Eastland
of
hair.
He also
WS:, that anger never can.
Johnson has made it quite
There is a great possibility that predicted collapse of the regime ir t o
Literally, self-hatred strangles Mississippi was raring back in his seat waiting for his col- gave the lie to
clear that Mr. Cassese could
Prime Minister Verwoerd's forced exit which he had breathed the most destruc- men.
leagues to finish with the morning business so he could deliver the belief that
not be speaking for the Negro
an "I-told-you-so" speech.
all Negro votes
may bring in its wake political develop- tive spirit of racism that has ever cursed
police and further, that Mr. Ca,Unfortunately, however, John Williams (D-Del.), was ang- are in the Demsese failed to consult not only
ments of a far reaching character the African continent.
ry at William Proxmire of Wisconsin because Proxmire earlier ocratic basket ins. ROBINSON
the Negro people but any other
throughout the Republic of South Africa.
Verwoerd was responsible for the
had objected to Williams taking more than his alloted three New York City. For Mr. Lind- members of the Department.
The liberals, who have been obliged to failure of the British sanctions against
minutes during the "Morning Report" to berate the President's say received some forty-three
percent of the Negro vote, a Credit is also due to the I
mute their voices, may emerge as a pow- Rhodesia. That African country has now
economic policies.
Proxmire, a friend of the civil rights bill, just did not higher percentage than that New York Senators, Republican
erful political force to be reckoned with more oil than it has place in which to
ever accorded any Republican Jacob Javits and Democrat Robwant Williams using up a'l of the Senate's time to talk
in the next Parliamentary elections.
ert F. Kennedy. We were not
candidate.
store it. Both the South African and The 14th Ward Civic Cl u b Mr. Johnson's economic report when they should have about
been
Apartheid, which was originated Rhodesian prime ministers are opposed will present its Annual Tea at getting a quorum together to discuss the civil rights bill.
One of the reasons that Mr. surprised that Senator Javitc
took a forthright stand on this
and kept alive by Verwoerd, did not ligkre to the black man coming to power in his the LeMoyne College Library,
So the quorum was called for. Midway through the clerk's Lindsay received overwhelming issue — but we were indeed sur407 Walker Avenue, Sunda y, calling of the roll (to see if enough Senators were present to support trent minorities W a S
the backing of the Liberal Party. And own country.
prised and gratified to learn
September 25th from 4 p.m. till do business) Sen. Long of Louisiana got up and moved that the his stout promise to set up a that
Senator Kennedy had
there were significant pockets of resisAs a result of the unstinted support 7 p.m.
roll call be cut off and the Senate be allowed to proceed with civilian-dominated Police Re- agreed to co-chair a committee
tance to this racial policy even among given by South Africa to the runaway Everyone with tickets I s
view Board. It is now obvious
along with Senator Javits to
the bus'ness of the day.
that many people who oppose
some of the leading daily newspapers in government of Rhodesia's Prime Min- asked to bring or mail donafight in behalf of the civilian
Senators
If
all
the
present
agreed
(unanimous
consent),
the
such a Board believed Mr. Lindtions to 1089 Beach Street by
South Africa.
roll call would have been stopped and It would have been pre- say was simply mouthing cam- review board.
ister Ian Smith, the Rhodesian economy September 22nd.
Daily indictments of prominent is today in far better shape than even Odell Watson is president of mimed that a quorum was present.
paign talk. He wasn't.
Unlike many of my friends
But Williams who obviously must have decided that this
white men who dared to air their opposi- that of Britain where a deep crisis is in the 14th Ward Civic Club. The
One of the heads which rolled and associates, I have not been
public is invited to the annual was the proper time to get even with Proxmire objected, and under the new
tion to racial separation and ruthless the making.
administration enchanted with the junior Sentea
the clerk wa sforced 'to cal the entire roll. Once he wentthrough belonged to a Police
Commis- ator from New York, despite
persecution of native leaders have all
the entire roll, he was obligated to keep calling the roll until sioner who didn't want to go his reputation for being a stout
Verwoerd's death came while the
he got a quorum.
contributed their share of discontent prime ministers of the British Commonalong with the Mayor's inten- liberal . . . I have been someNow everybody knew that on this Friday afternoon there tion to keep his promise.
what suspicious of Senator Kenwith the country's present policy of seg- wealth were desperately searching for
nedy's liberalism, but you nevprobably weren't 51 Senators left in the whole District of CoIt has been quite interesting
regation of the races.
punitive mean that would either force
lumbia, much less in the Senate chamber.
to note the heretofore supressed er met a guy who knows how
There are enough real and potential Prime Minister Smith to honor the conSen. Long knew this, too. But he wanted the roll call intolerances which came to the to say, "I was mistaken" quickantagonists to the Verwoerd regime to stitutional requirements of the British
stopped so Eastland could get up and make his speech which fore; intolerances expressed by er than yours truly.
was attacking the civil rights bill and northern senators.
opponents of the Board. John It seems I was mistaken about
unseat it in the next elections. If the Crown or bring his regime down.
When the clerk discovered he did not have 51 senators Pre- Cassese, head of the Patrol- the Senator. I sure like being
signs of change in political and racial
Thus Verwoerd's anti-black policy
sent, he had to keeq calling the roll until one of two things hap- men's Benevolent Association wrong when it turns out this
climate are not decentive. we should goon comnlicated matters not only at home
pened: Either 51 Senators answered their names or the Senate' who, in the past, has spoken way. To our wo courageous
see a new breed of politicians in power but also in international waters. SO,
would call it quits for the day. And after more than two hours, like a moderate and reason New York Senators, I must bow
able man, got so indignant over ane say that they are owed
that may transform South Africa into A' black Africa and her friends sheillrl not
that's exactly what it did.
the idea of a civilian review vote of thanks. As New York
A curtain rod
it. bottom horn of
were
not
us
expecting
Since most of
the Senate to accom- board that
racially viable republic.
be censured should they see
Prime echo or Nor curtains will koop Mont
he vowed some- goes, so goes the nation. We
anyway, it was both humorous and pathetic thing to
the effect that he was must protect the rights et all
These are the portents of the assas- Minister Verweerd's removal from this from Wowing, ma, ahem hang plish anything
to watch these "great" legislators play boyish games at the getting tired of the catering becitizens, regardless of who Mt'
sination of the prime minister and the world an act of God.
publie'r expense.
ing done to minority groups.
lers. ‘,ANP Feature).

Puerto Rican Housing

JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS:

2 N.Y. Senators
Rate Our Praise

Is Apartheid Dead Too?

Civic Club To
Sponsor Tea
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Wallace Eyes Presidential Race
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The American National Red helping seriicemen and women
Cross today announced a need with personal land family probfor career staff to provide tra- lems, serving as liaison with
ditional Red Cross services to hometown Red Cross chapters
and servicemen's families in ,
fighting men in Viet Nam.
Local Red Cross officials said emergency and other situaadditional paid staff members tions.
Women college graduates
are needed due to the increase
in the number of fighting men ranging in age from 21 to 27
years are needed for Viet Nam
in the Far East.
Men, between the ages of 25 assignment to Red Cross Cluband 47, who like to work with ! mobile programs. After brief I
people, are needed for assistant' orientation courses in the U.S.'
field director openings. College they will join clubmobile staffs
graduates are preferred, and for programs at U.S. militaryi
and preference is also given to bases and outposts. Applicants:
service veterans; applicants should show aptitudes for
should be in good health and music, a r t recreation and
free to accept assignment any- handicrafts.
where in the world where U.S. Persons interested
should
armed forces are located. First contact the l'ilemphis Area
assignments are at bases in the Chapter, 1400 Central avenue.
United States, usually about Memphis, Tenn., 38107, or
one year, before transfer over- phone AC 901-272 9631. Additionseas.
al information may be obtained
field
Assistant
directors from your local Red Cross
duties are primarily those of chapter.

Five Complete Basic
Training At Lackland

WORKING IN. CONGRESS — Mrs. Roger House Grant,
recent bride and a senior at Hoeard university in Washington, D. C.. has been working as a college intern in the
office of Congressman George W. Grider (D.-Tenn. . An
honor graduate of Melrose High school, Mrs. Grant is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert House of 2471 Brooklyn
ave. in Memphis. During the past summer she modeled
back-to-school fashions as a member of the College Board
of the Hecht company, one of Washington's largest department stores.

would take in Arkansas and
By AL KUETTNER
Lurleen Wallace, his wife, heIdi ship.
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE, forth with the ladies, who plied
Before the Wallace. arrived. certainly would take Illinois" if
Ky. — (UPI) — Alabama Gov. her with questions about how several other governors told of he were to run for president
George Wallace said he is "se- she expects to take over the
"white backlash" feelings that now.
riously thinking" of running 'for reins of government from her
Fatibus said the circtvnstance
husband who leaves office Jan. had affected recent elections In
President in 1968.
producing such a phenomenon
Wallace viould become a I. Mrs. Wallace was nominat- their states.
candidate ed by Democrats but faces Re. Arkansas Gov. Orval Faubus,i is "the issue" which he identi'white backlash'
who said he would carry to thel publican opposition from Rep retiring this year after six; fied as a national "white backnation a campaign of state- James Martin for the governor- i terms, said Wallace "probably I lash."
versus-federal power.
'The Alabama chief execu- CURRENTLY STARRING IN "JOY '66"
tive, who has repeatedly tan.'
sled with the federal governIn 1958 Kentucky
ment over desegregation issues,
interview:
an
in
said
Tavern was barreled
"I am seriously considenng'
for an 8-year nap.
this Presidential campaign and
if I make it, I will do so in all
50 states) this time."
That same year
In 1964, Wallace ran in Presithis man
dential preferential campaigns
sold real estate
in Maryland, Indiana and Wisconsin, capturing upward of 40
in Chicago.
per cent of the vote in each
state.
Going for Wallace at the
8 years later,
present time is a strong sentiOscar Brown, Jr. was a
ment against federal school infamous singer-composer
tegration guidelines, which tho
Alabama Legislature recently
and Kentucky Tavern
outlawed at Wallace's urging.
becilme the Old
The bantam Alabama goverSmoothie.
nor is easily the center of attention at the 32nd annual
Southern Governors Conference
Why settle for a 4- or
here as the spokesman for
6-year-old Bourbon when
southern conservative elements.
Relaxing aboard the Belle of
you can have 8-year-old
of Louisville, a half-century old
Kentucky Tavern.
paddlewheeler, during a governors' excursion on Kentucky
Lake, Wallace spoke of his future as the spokesman for the
Kentucky St-night Bourbon Whiskey-86 100 orrf bottled-fn-bond
states rights protest movement
Glenmore Dist,Iler les Co.. Loussv Ole-Owensboro, Kentucky C1966
In another part of the L. at.

Five young Memphis airmen signed to Amarillo AFB, Texas.
have completed basic training for aircraft maintenance speat Lackland AFB, Texas, and cialist training.
have been selected for technical training at other air bases
throughout the country.
The airmen are Theodora
Jones, formerly of 336 Baltic
St.; John L. Coopwood, son of
dress-length pro— have smart low "walking"
Mrs. Airlean Coopwood, 965 Ever since boots moved from has grown to
height heels. Spat boots have
portions.
intol
category
utilitarian
their
Megher; Maurice Broadnax.
shaped museum heels. There
have
they
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. the world of fashion
And boots will contribute to i are apre-ski boots in fake sealBroadnax, 121 Silverage; Larry taken giant steps as "acces- the look of the new shorter
skin with wedge heels. There
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. sory" footwear.
skirts — skirts that fall into. are lush velvet Bootinos with
top of the medium heels that can be worn
Harry Johnson of 418 Winton,
And as the designers at B. F., three categories:
casual wear
and Richard L. Echols, grandfor
higher
knee,
out,
point
for afternoon and evening. All
Goodrich Footvear
son of Mrs. Leonia Louis of 942
higher for the very have a new rounder broader
"fashion boots coe:inue their and still
Nora rd.
current styles.
toe silhouette.
importance because they are young look in
Airman Jones, a graduate of
the
has been
part of
there
though
be
Even
to
They are lightweight whether
designed
Lester High school, will receive
tremendous emphasis on the lined with nylon tricot or the
fashion look."
training at Sheppard AFB, 'total'
young look in current fashion Hereidon pile. Although most of
•
Tex., as an aircraft maintenthere continues to be good these weatherproof boots have
ance specialist.
Fashion "looks" air Pall and "fashion" for all ages. This, non-skid rubber soles, a few are
Another Lester High gradu- winter are more numerous and
young influence, however, has smooth soled for dancing.„
ate, Airman Coopwood will be more varied than they have
contributed a fresh look to
trained as a U.S. Air Force mu- been in past seasons. Under- many of the fall and winter' Bootinos come in fashion colors such as plum, brown, desert
nitions specialist at Lowry scoring a number of these new ready-to-wear collections.
tan and green. White and black
AFB, Colo.
leg,
up"
"coveredlooks is the
A 1965 graduate of Carver achieved with textured hose, Boots reflect this in their' continue to hold their strong
smart, slim and closer-to-the- place in fashion and both are
Broadnax
High school, Airman
gaiters and boots.
leg silhouette. Even laced boots used extensively throughout the
is being trained as an aircraft
•
have a side zipper closure. Most collection.
maintenance specialist at,Sheppard AFB, Texas.
the
of
demands
To meet the
Airman Johnson was gradu- new fashions, BFG offers its
ated from T. W. Patterson High largest waterproof collection to
school in 1966, and is also at date — boots in more than a
Sheppard for technical training dozen heights ranging from
as an aircraft maintenance spe- ankle to just below knee level.
cialist.
25c
LADIES DRESSES
They come in new subtly
A graduate of Geeter High grained Vynarich and in a
15c
MEN'S SHIRTS
20c
school, Airman Echols is as- bright patent finish.
MEN'S PANTS

Boots Accessorize Fall's Fashions

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE

Other interesting fashion materials in this collection are
suede, corduroy, fake sealskin
and nylon velvet. They will add
more than a note of excitement
to the costume or separates in
any of the season's new fabric
favorites — double-faced woolAnnual Women's Day will be ens, gabardines, twills, meltons
observed on Sunday. Sept. 25. and cashmeres.
at the Summerfield Baptist
• •
church.
Boots will correctly accessorThe speaker for the morning
look in coats!
service will be the pastor, Rev. ize the important
slim "military" or new swirl-1
—
Leon Brookins.
full "tent" silhouettes. They1
Giving the address at the 3 ing
the look of "nop.m. program will be Mrs. will enhance
suits and sprtscasual
match"
Archie Pratcher of Greater Midhelp augment
will
They
wear.
dle Baptist church.
new "sweater" look that
the
is
Baptist
Summerfield
located at 1383 Boxwood St. The
public is invited.
Mrs. Robbie Travis is in
charge of publicity, and Mrs.
NEWPORT, Wales (UPI) —
Lilie Brookins Bolton is chairHarry Diaper. 67, placed an adman.
vertisement in the local paper
informing the world that he is
very much alive.
"There's been a rumor going
around that I'm dead." said
Harry. "People have been lookThe American Classical The- ing at me as if they had seen
atre will present Shakespeare's a ghost."
"The Tempest" at LeMoyne on
Saturday night, Oct. 8, starting
at 8:15
The play will be presented by
the college's Cultural Activities
Committee and will be staged
in Bruce Hall on campus.
Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman of
the committee. said the public
is invited.

Women's Day At
Summerfield

would
money
fight
filliam
!water
e Pars anyit miaming

A Live One

25c
25c
51.95
25c

LADIES BLOUSES
LADIES SKIRTS
MEN'S SUITS
GIRLS DRESSES
Furnoure, Appl.

Stoye-s,

Ref., C.E. Irons

se A NUIIIIAY man

,

wright "ide 4a eiha
CHOOSE . .

3500

THE SUCKNELL ... Soft smooth llama grain calfskm slip-on with smart wing tic) styling. Black. or brown.
SHOES, MEZZANINE

I. Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
broom At 11 iser

Win Business Advancement
Enjoy Social Popularity
You'll feel orinfident that Yosr beer is
well groomed all day and yenning when
you use MURRAY'S Superior HAIR
DRESSING POMADE. it keep* ha"
firmly in Oboe without that etistkfit
greasy feeling. Coots/no no alkalies at
other harsh irritants
Look for the orange
can with the mast and
lady on top
LARGE SIZE SO,
TRIAL SIZE 294
On tale at drug stores,
chain stores. super
msrts and bather
shorn. If your desler does not have
Murray's Poniedr he t.aii get it quickly
win
for you or send only SI. and we
mad you 2 sow etre Hair Pomade

LEO ..ittC1
and counseling when you
fitting
For proper
buy Wright Shoes, Sea Leo who has been selling
shoes at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.
r".

•

Ip

peewee paid.

onnirs wesamm
numwollosalla

PLAY IT LIKE BINGO!

WIN:
$1000 IN CASH!
• Simply pick up your FREE copy of the new AWARDS & PRIZES
game card at your A&P store. Pictured on your game card are 43
A&P products. With every A&P visit you receive 1 free concealed
set of 2 AWARDS & PRIZES game slips. Cut off the edges of each
strip to reveal the pictures of 2 A&P Brand Products. Locate these
products on your game card and you're on your way
becoming an AWARDS & PRIZES game winner.
to
DIONSANIS IF
you fill a straight line of 7 products horiWhen
FREE Air
zontally, vertically or diagonally on your game card
PRODUCT MIZE:
you win a cash prize up to $1000.00.
IN ADDITION
Take your winning slips to A&P. After they have
been verified, you will receive your prize from the
TO CASII
manager. .It's as simple as that! NOTE: THE CENTER
BLOCK OF YOUR GAME CARD IS.A FREE BLOCK IDHELP YOU WIN.

ALL NEW 2ND SERIES
THE EXCITING SHOPPING GAME THAT
GIVES YOU 2 GAME SLIPS AT A TIME
NOT JUST 1 - TO HELP YOU WIN
MORE PRIZES FASTER....

1
A1,13,0[.

12.90
.S 23.70
.S 34.50
$z000.oe........s 4$.50
$6.20
S2,500.00.
.$110.82
$5,000.00.

MIMS
RUES

NEW RED GAME CARDS
NEW RED GAME SLIPS

60 Flit Monthly PaymeetS

500.00.. ,
$1,000.00.
$1,300.00.

011:111:40

Vies I3—AAA +0 0
.Si. 13 •1415213, bleiter

Ask

SA*.
Payment,'

rr Rieit

III FUN!..IT'S FREE!..IT'S EASY!

Solve Veer Problems'
With a Small. Low Cost
Real Estate Lean

Gash Yu,

0406STRilt

et Shoes

Ph. 526-8419
173 S. Main St.
Half Block North of Beale l

'Tempest' To Be
Presented Oct. 8

• NEED MONEY?

Page 7

MENDER

99 SoLdh Main Street
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

NO PURCHASE
REQUIRED
TO PLAY
I SET OF 2 PRIZE SLIPS
PER STORE VISIT
TO EACH ADULT

PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES AT THESE MEMPHIS A&P FOOD STORES
4780 SUMMER AVE.
•4770 POPLAR AVE.
•423 No. CLEVELAND AVE.
•2829 LAMAR AVE.

•2473 POPLAR AVE.
•3463 SUMMER AVE.
•3561 PARK AVE.
•2130 FRAYSER BLVD.

SEPTEMBER 24, 1966

DEFENDER

Psis 8

Reception Held For

Society
Merry
Go - Round

Pair Wed In Chicago

Young Couple Feted
At Prenuptial Parties

in the
Before they became "M r ." she was a bridesmaid
Johnson,
Spelman
her
Cozie
Mrs.
Kuyendall,
Ed
of
Mr.
Mrs.
and
one
Newlyweds
and "Mrs." Mose Yvonne and wedding of
Williams were entertained dur- Mrs. Ruth Roberson and Mr. Robert Hooks III were c a u ght classmates.
ing a reception held on Sunday, and Mrs. John King.
up in a whirlwind of lavish
Guests mingled in the living
And Mr. and Mrs: Felt John- parties. The pretty and erudite
Sept. 11, by the bride's daughter
dining rooms of the beauand
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. son, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Mose is the daughter of the
famManuel C. Tuggle at 1155 Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. James Rev. and Mrs. P.E. Brooks,and tiful home on back to the
lois
bar
the
where
room
ily
CleLeon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Scott,
Springdale st.
Robert is the son of Robert B.
The couple was married in ment, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Hooks, Jr., and Mrs. Estelle cated and among the many
friends of the young cou p 1 e
Chicago, Ill., on Aug. 2.5, 1966 Lee, Mrs. Amanda Moore, Mrs. Shambley of Chicago.
attending were Robert Seymour
Sadie
Mrs.
Neely,
Bell
Eula
and
Mrs.
at the home of Mr.
A popular pair, Mose is im- Robert Darnell, Virgie Bland,
Frank McKee with the Rev. King and children, Michael and
"Ignorance with love is better than wisdom without". Anon.
Patricia Ann King, Mr. and. mediate past president of the Evelyn Williams, Theresa
Clay officiating.
The Charles Fletchers entertained their sister and brotherMrs. Alta Jones and Rev. andl Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and Shannon, Lubec ca Stamps,
were
the
occasion
Sharing
the
Mt.
from
who
hail
in-law. Mae and Dr. William Hutchinson
Mrs. James Rainey and daught- Robert had just finished a sum- Roberta Stamps, Glennie a n d
and
Leamon
Evans,
man,
best
Vernon, New York, with a lavish dinner party in their Hernanthe matron of honor, Mrs. Hel- er, Kay Rainey.
mer of successful campaigning Charels Wells, Ethel Tarp 1 e y,
do, Mississippi home Friday night.
Also Mr. and Mrs. John Wilks for Governor Frank G. Clement Sallye Coe, Lavonia and Clifen D. Payne; the bride's sister;
The Hutchinsons are winding up a vacation of superb enand Frank McKee, nephew of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Murphy, before their wedding at Trinity ford Deberry, Joyce Carne y,
tertainment and left early this week motoring home via way of
and Geneva and William Suggs.
the bride, who gave her away. Mr. and Mrs. Wash Goliday, CME Church.
Chicago.
Others who attended the cere- Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Young,
Among the young marrieds
Mae, an admirable charmer was in a blue and silver lame
mony were Mrs. Lois R. Mc Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wrench, Sallye Ann Coe and Barbara
first to enter- attending were Pat and _Harold
were
Freeman
Mary
Mrs.
D.
L.
Bradford,
Mrs.
beige
a
silk
wore
D.
Mrs.
Hackett,
Elise
hostess,
Kee,
inimitable
Euralia,
an
while
dress,
with Shaw and their brother and sisMrs. Louise Davis, Fred Payne, Jones and daughter, Miss Geor- tain the good looking bride
shirtwaist dress.
pretty
Ann's
Sallye
ter-in-law who were visiting
at
shower
Mrs. Lorene Robinson, Mr. and gia Bradford; Mr. and Mrs. a
Tasty morsel and cocktails preceded the buffet dinner. Enhome on Ramona. Barbara was them from Chicago, Dorothy
Mrs.
Fannie
Young,
Clarence
Mary
Jones,
Mrs.
Charlie
Mrs.
viable decor was the fresh flower treatment on the dining
Delores
Ford, Mrs. Clyde Williams, M. Mabon, Mrs. Addie M. John- hostess in absentia as she had and Lawrence Shaw.
room table of the lovely home which is replete with French
Carol and
Mrs. Willie son, Rev. and Mrs. I. D. Fenner just had an accident a day or and Harold Draper,
Lorene
Taylor,
Mrs.
Provincial furnishings.
and Willie
Knowles, Rev. Edward Nor- and daughter, Miss Eerie Fen- two before the bathroom show- Otis Higgs, Phyllis
Samuel
and
Euralia and Mae's mother. Mrs. Mamie C. Parson, who is
Charlotte
Kelley,
BurStafford
er.
ment, Martita, Dwight and Don- ner, Mr. and Mrs.
visiting Euralia from her home in Jacksonville, Florida, was
Polk, June and Wilford Glenn,
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Uriah
ald McKee.
Presenting Mose Yvonne with Jo Ann and Lemeuel Osborne,
charming in a red dress which went so well with her silver
Also Theodore Patten, Mrs. Pernell, Jr., of Norfolk, Va.
of blue for her bathroom and Lillian a n d Allen Hamgifts
very
quiet
a
dignity
and
Parson
possesses
Mrs.
tresses.
is
And Mrs. Annie Belle Wilson,
Odessa Jones, George Ford, Mr
new home were June mond.
her
in
much a gentlewoman.
and Mrs. Charlie Davis, Mrs. Mrs. Lucy Ambro, Mrs. Jones,
Bobbie Hentrel, Virgie
Glenn,
and
Meade
John
Mrs.
and
reMr.
were
before
visited
Dorothy
Hernando
Georgia M. Shaw, Mrs.
The Hutchinsons who've
Making pretty pictures for the
Bland. Betty Snowden, Mary
Ward, Charlie Jones of Buffalo, children of Los Angeles; Mr.
newing friendships as well as making new ones. Dr. Hutchinson
MISS ALENE NORRIS
Shannon. Lou- movie camera were Roberta
Theresa
Hudson.
N. Y.; Dr. and Mrs. Howard Mrs. James Anderson, Mrs.
a dentist of keen wit smoothly said he was from Grenada but
Banks Gaither Brown, Rose Ratcliffe, Jane Johnican, ErnesLee and children, Mrs. Mary Helen D. Payne and Mrs. Lois ise
lo, not Mississippi, but rather the West Indian Island of GrenBeulah Reed, the tine Cunningham, Sophia and
Barber,
Washington and daughter, Kay McKee of Chicago.
ada.
M r s . P. E. Willie Ware, Emma Thom
mother,
bride's
Congratulatory expressions to
Washington.
Breaking bread with the likable pair were Rubye Gadison,
and also the brid e's Johnson, Atty. J. 0. Patterson,
Brooks.
from
received
were
couple
the
Offering congratulations to
Charlotte Polk and Jr., Bessie Hooks, aunt of the
smart in a beige knit; Gloria White. Jewel Hulbert, Fannie '
the couple at the reception on the Springdale Civic. Ebenezer sisters
groom, Eurline Couch, Harry
Kelley.
Phyllis
Johnson. Eddie Rideout, Dot and Walter Evans, she was holdSunday, Sept. 11, in Memphis Beautifying, Ward 22 DemocratMae Simons, Beulah Reed, Mel•
ing forth with her new diet, which has done simply wonders ,
Avons
and
Social
24
Delta
ic,
were Mr. and Mrs. Herman
On Sunday evening the lovely vine Conley and another aunt
for her, a good looking gal always fashionably dressed she
Strong, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse 655 clubs.
young bride was feted with a 1
the bride's brother, JoMr. and Mrs. Armour L. from Lane.
The bride is the former Mrs. kitchen shower by Mrs. Annie' Hooks,
Blackwood, Mrs. Ida C,r a n e,
is looking more glamorous; and Annie and Oscar Simpson.
and Jewel H u 1.
Brooks.
seph
at
she
Lane,
student
a
While
anrd.
Elliston
becomwas
and
of
1390
Norris
King
L.
Mrs. Dorothy Parks, Mrs. Lon- 011ie
Somehow Wilhelmein Lockard' and Charles Fletcher along
Mae Sanders at her home, 867 1 bert.
of
Pan-Helthe
member
a
was
nie Ballar d, Mr. and Mrs. ingly attired in a beige brocade Randle.
with Thelma Miller and Ernest Neal, forgot the exit on the ex. flounce the engagement of their
Marie lenic Council and Alpha Kappa James Payne, Mr. and Mrs. dress which was adorned with
Wednesday the bride enterpressway and away they went. A little breathless when they daughter. Miss Alene
Bringing the proper utensils tained her bridesmaids with a
Norris. to Willie Maynard , Alpha sorority and served as Harry Allen, Mrs. Eldridge a beautiful white orchid cordid arrive, Wilhelmein was stunning in a blue lame dinner
concoct
for Mose Yvonne to
Flowers, son of Mrs. Major anti-basileus. She was chosen to Childress, Mr. and Mrs. James sage.
luncheon at the Villa where she
_
suit.
some of Robert's favorite dish- presented them with white
Todd of 2390 Warren st. and,"Who's Who in American ColSunday found the Hutchinsons and Fletchers dining with,
Clarese Hobson, Clara and Loins" first born is now a es were Mesdames Lucille PatMiss
which! the late Mr. Finis Maynard I leges and Universities.
gloves. This time the bride
Dot and Walter in their beautiful Ortie Drive home to built;Flowers.
.. I Norris teaches mathematics student at Cedar Crest College in Allentown, Pa. An honor terson, Luella Jackson, Ruby chose a pretty green knit suit
they've added a way out play room which features the
graduate of Fr. Bertrand High School, she was Chairman of Jackson, Mamie Tate, Minyarn which was most becoming to
The wedding will be solmniz- i at Carver High ,Tzehool.
in pit, another play room we should've said.
Ivy, Margaret Yancey, Janet her.
ed on Saturday, Nov. 26, at, Mr. Flowers was graduated the Board of Directors of the Co-Ettes.
Rubye and Sallie Bartholomew also complimented the Colilns Chapel CME church.
from Hamilton High school,
And Benito Casem III is a frosh at Christian Brothers Henson, Ernestine Cunningham,
Femmecattending were Charvisitors. By the way, have you seen Sallies pretty sunflowers; The bride-elect was graduat- where he was president of his College. He's the son of Claudia Casem of Los Angeles and Fredricka Hodges, June Late
h
t
Polk, Phyllis Brooks, CaRatcliffe,
lotte
Roberta
ting,
in her front yard?
class.
senior
High
Bertrand
Jr.
Father
from
Casem,
ed
Benito
Jane Johnican and
Hooks,
Higgs,
rol
Frances
aunt,
groom's
bridegroom
The prospective
Lois Tarpley of the boundless energy and efferve4ent per- school and Lane college at
Juanita Robinson. who received her sheepskin from Spellattended Memphis State uni- man in June, is back in Atlanta working on her Masters at his sister, Carole Hooks Higgs Jewel Hulbert.
sonality is chairman of the "Miss Social Belle- contest which Jackson, Tenn.
Patribenefits the NAACP. Got an early start and called her com-' At Father Bertrand, Miss ' versity where he majored in Atlanta U. Her brother, Samuel is featured in this month's and another sister, Miss
For the spice party given her
hooks.
cia
Lincoln
mittee to meet with her at her domicle. Committee Chairmen Norris was a member of the mathematics.
the
at
Sr.,
of Ebony with Whitney M. Young.
Virgie Bland a n d Beulah
by
issue
He has served for two years
are Ann Willis, Contest; Norma Griffin, Program; Josephine National Honor Society and
High School in Louisville at which he servea as Dean until, Mose Yvonne's mother, Mrs. I Reed. Mose chose a lovely dress
and
Army
States
salutatorian of her class. She in the United
Jewel Speight and your TSD scribe, Publicity.
Lottie Brooks and her sisters, with matching shoes. The lavwas graduated in June.
with is presently employed by the , the last class
of
Omar,
brother
Charlotte Polk and Phyllis Kel- ish dinner party was at VirOrganizations will be receiving or by now already have re , was graduated cum laude
Sr.,
Robinson.
Omar
Mrs.
of
He's the son
science degree U.S. Post Office.
ley, who was a summer bride gie's pretty Edward Cove home.
ceived mail concerning the annual project of the NAACP. Each- a bachelor of
Halloe and Yvonne Robinson and Elsie R. Malunda.
were also there sharing Guests came bringing spices
club is asked to sponsor a girl in the contest with the club win-11
And speaking of Ebony, Dr. Sidney McNairy, Jr., chernis-,' herself,
Catholic
in
private
school
a
School,
Burns
High
Bishop
as were Misses Sallye for milady's cupboard.
joy
the
I
her
rang the same prize as the girl.
try prof. at Sputhern University in Baton Rouge is featured
Minerva Johninan and
and
Coe
and
One hundred dollars goes to the winner and also her spon- Whitehaven.
Nelson
Bobbie
former
in a cigar allies married to the
Hot and cold hors d'oeuvres
Lavonia D e b erry,
another
seeing
Mesdames
over
thrilled
was
Judy
teenager,
typical
A
sor. If you haven't received your letter, call Maxine Smith,
they have a baby girl. His parents are the Sidney alcNairys Geneva Suggs, Patricia Walker preceded the scrumptious bufsaid,
now
she
as
executive secretary of the NAACP at the branch office and if friend who has grown quite handsome and
on Wellington. He's the brother of Miltonette Norman and Shaw, Mattie Burrows, Della fet dinner where the piece de
baked ham garits after five when You have time to call then phone Jewel she understands, the saying, -beauty is its own excuse for Romeo McNNairy, and a LeMoyne grad.
Tuggle, Bertha Wiley. Jesse resistance was
being."
Speight or Ann Willis.
Tippy and Myrna Twigg were here recently visiting his Cooper, Howard Jackson, a n d nished with spiced peaches.
It was interesting to hear about her sisters, Florence,
The coronation of "Miss Social Belle" will be November
parents Ann Reba and Lewis Twigg. Tippy externed in Buf- Carolyn Lindsey.
The bride's parents, the Rev.
and Jean. Florence and Carol are teaching in Houston, falo, New York this summer while Myrna did graduate week I
Carol
11. at the Club Rosewood.
Mrs. P. E. Brooks attended
and
charming
is
the
Al
and
found
attorney
Monday
And speaking of the Rosewood. it was the setting Sunday while Florence's husband, Clarence is an
Vanderbilt University. He's a senior at aleharry this year.
as Theresa Shannon,
at
well
as
Mose Yvonne swishing o f f in
evening for a cocktail fashion show sponsored by the Crump with the Youth Program. Jean is a New York social worker.
Maxine Driver went down to Atlanta to week-end , one of her pretty trousseau out- I Jewel Hulbert, Lilie Mae
When
They're the children of Marrietta Ish Bass of Chicago.
Nurses Alumni Association. Sorry the old deadline kept us at
with her Ed who's in the Government Buildings Management fits to a shower given for her Young, to whom credit must
our desk and we were unable to make it. Doris Walker is presi- I Of course while here Judy visited her brother and sister-in Program there, they were guests of Dorothy and Thaddeus by Mrs. Ressie Dorsey Irving go for -preparing the gourmet
! law, June and Arvis Latting in their new Longview home and
dinner: Omar Robinson, Evelyn
dent of the group. We'll bring you up to date next week.
Stokes in their lovely home on Lynn Valley Road. Maxine is at her home, 2151 Alameda st.
and Candy.
Walker
Macon
and
Harriett
cousins,
her
Yvonne Williams. Jane Johnito:
Dr.
Congrats
Josephine Isabel, who completed her inher praise of their hospitality.
A letter from Dianne Steinberg, pretty offspring of Mar- high in
This was a linen shower and can, Carol and Otis Higgs, Lilternship at D.C. General Hospital in our Capitol City, and is
the
over
Alabama
Montgomery,
in
was
Velma Lois Jones
and Luther
for the bride's linen lie ad Halloe Robinson. Mary
doing a residency in pediatrics at the Frank T. Tobey Hos- thaJean -Queen" of Detroit radio station WCHB
as Regional Direc- bringing
for "Miss week-end conferring 'with her predecessor,
Mesdames and Mis- Louise Banks, a n d William
run'
to
were
plans
her
of
tells
closet
Memphis.
of
Steinberg
pital.
tor of the Southeastern Region of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, ses Barbara Porter, Miner v a Suggs. Inc.
Clubs.
Co-Eette
Chapter
the
of
Detroit
Co-Ette"
Her sister. Ethel Lois' husband. Dr. Leroy Thompson is
who teaches at Alabama State College. Also Jane Johnican, Annie B. PhilA transfer from the Memphis Chapter, naturally we're Dr. Reva Allman,
doing his residency at Hubbard Hospital in Nashville and is
And on Saturday even i n g,
her were two of her sorors Ann Benson lips, Minnie Arnold. Sadie Claiwith
trek
the
making
parents of the bride. the
the
presently on a six-mouth tour of duty at the John A. Andrews rallying behind her!
WilCollins.
Magnolia
borne,
Houston Co-Ette Sponsor fabulous Val Minor sent a Texas and Edna Swingler.
and Mrs. P. E. Bro o k s,
Rev.
Hospital in Tuskegee. Ethel Lois and their children, Everard,
And Alma Booth and her mother, Mrs. Isabel Roulhac lie Mae Hudson, Syrilla Moore, entertained the bridal party
while we were
LeRonda and Eliot are visiting her parents. Ethel and George howdy to Jewel Hulbert and Margaret Rivers
WilHenrene
Jackson.
grandand
'Ruby
nephew
drove up to Jackson where they saw their
dinner in the
chatting the other day.
Isabel on Claremont Circle.
liams, Thelma Johnson, Albert with a rehearsal
from Nash- son, Christopher Roulhac, Jr., play with his team Albany
us
to
hello
sent
private dining room of MorSmith
Dure
gal
glamour
And
Sophia
Langford,
The Drs. Isabel and Thompson were graduated together
Orena
Carr,
State against Lane College. He's Nell and Chris' son in PhilaWare, Lillian Hammond, Doro- rison's on Union.
from Meharry. Josephine was an early entrant to the Medical %lite via Julia Atkins who was there attending the Governor's
to delphia. His father was once the football coach at Albany thy Jones Patricia Walker
officer
is
liason
Dure
Women.
of
The bride's fathe r, who is
Status
the
on
Conference
College from LeMoyne College where she achieved a brilliant
State where Angela Owen, Addie and William's daughter Shaw, Annie Pearl and E v a quite witty, offered toasts a n d
Clements.
Governor
scholastic record.
best wishes for the happiness
We saw the Governor at the Democratic gathering last teaches Psychology.
Felicitations are also the order of the day for demure
Pert and cute little Debbie Evans boarded a jet at Metrothe young couple and so did
Dinof
Graduation
Co-Ette
the
remembers
always
he
and
week
Carol Ann earned her Bachelors at her father's Alma Mater,
Relatives of the bridal pair the groom's brother-in-law, Otis
in Chi- Baifour
Ervin
Evans
Ouida
mother
her
to
it
winged
and
politan
a
His
pressence was
Carol Ann earned her bachelors at her father's Alma Mater, ner at which he spoke in June.
the bride's mo- Higgs.
cago after visiting her aunts, Jane Johnican and Annie Sue attending were
Howard University, and kept on until she received her Mas- hallmark in the history of the chapter.
and the
sisters
her
ther,
We were real thrilled Friday evening to go along with Burford and her little cousin, Judy Burford.
The party which was filled
ter's also from Howard. in June.
sisters and aunt aforegroom's
her
visiting
Chicago
And Helen' Bradford was here from
mentioned.
She's now a medical social worker at Georgetown Univer- Ethel Marie Sengstacke and Denise Sims as they accompanied
with
gaiety, kept up- by t h e
Bradfords on Latham and her sister,
sity Hospital, in D.C. Her mother rode up with her early this Congressman George Grider through the Cleaborne Homes parents the William
father, was most lively
bride's
RobinTuesday night Omar
Marie.
father remarked that
the
when
month in Carol Ann's new Dodge Charger, a graduation gift as he greeted his constituents.
The A. J. Nashes are back after an enjoyable visit with son tossed a champagne party this was the last daughter he
It was like the Pied Piper. the way the people came out
from her proud parents.
home
his
at
pair
bridal
in
the
for
and son-in-law, Gwen and Carroll Boswell
had to give in mar riag e.
Carol Ann is one of the original Co-Ettes and we share of their homes to greet the affable Representative. The chil- their daughter
at 1509 Brookins. Omar and Enjoying the party were the
mega.
Seattle.
a
with
ahead
walked
Chiozzo
Lou
as
him
swamped
dren
her parents' pride and esteem in her.
Mose Yvonne teach at Doug- bride's sisters and their husAnd Lillian Newman is in Detroit visiting her mother,
Meanderings: What a pleasant surprise Tri-State De- phone inviting the people to come to their doors in order for
High School where he is
lass
sister
another
Foster,
Lucille
bands, Charlotte and Samuel
Hill, her sister,
fender staffers had Saturday when Mayor William B. Ingram the Congressman to greet them A good way to get exercise Mrs. Beulah
of the Music Department
bead
brother
a
Lemmons,
Polk, Phyllis Kelley, her broFrank
and
Thelma
law.
in
brother
and
said Robert Crump. who was also a part of the caravan.
teaches French and
dropped by the office for a visit!
planning and she
thers, Phillip E. Brooks, Jr.,
She's
Hill.
Geraldine
and
Shelton
sister-in-law
of
earloads
and
two
and
Bryant
Williams
Spanish.
And on Saturday.
Did you see Brenda Ann Sawyer on The Good Morning on
a research physicist at Eastin Canada and to meet her husband, Floyd
channel 3 Friday morning with Russ Hodge? She sang beautiful- youngsters he had rounded up walked with the Congressman to visit an wide
Omar is known to he an ex- man Kodak in Rochester, New
home.
coming
before
Chicago
in
ly. This was her second time on the show. She also sang during through the Foote Homes.
cellent host possessing a flair York: Joseph Brooks, a senior
this past summer. A LeMoyne coed, she's the daughter of Virfor entertaining and being most at Fisk, and another 'brother
gie Sawyer and the late real estate broker and contractor
cordial to each guest. He was Fredric. a sophomore at Fisk;
Otha Sawyer.
assisted in receiving by his gra- the groom's sisters Carole
cious mother, Mrs. Omar Rob- Higgs and Patricia Hooks, his
Brenda who sings in the LeMoyne College choir is another
inson, Sr.. his sisters, Yvonne brother Frederick Hooks Mr.
one of thosie Honorary Co-Ettes.
Robinson who is a Spelman and Mrs. Cleveland Cox, she
And speaking of Co-Ettes, Judy Letting. a member of the
coed and Elsie Malunda. His directed the wedding; Omar
Chicago Chapter Co-Ettes Club. Inc. was here visiting her
brother Halloe acted as barten- Robinson, Mrs. John Gilder and
father Atty. A. A. Letting on Quinn.
with his wife, Lillie also her little son, Dariel, who was
der
Pretty Judy was always a lively one is now a junior at
hosting. Another brother, James ring bearer; Pat and Harold
the Wyoming Seminary, a girls prep school in Wyoming. Pennwas assisting at the bar. All of Shaw, June and Wilford Glenn
Warehouses en ail leading U.S. Cities
sylvania. Spent much of the time renewing friendships and esNI% MAI NMI
the Robinsons were there except and their little daughter Letipecially her friend from infancy, Sharon Lewis, who is our
Juanita who had flown to Mt. tia, who was flower girl Jane
"Miss Co-Ette" and began her junior year this September at
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
Pleasant, South Carolina, where Johnican and Jewel Hulbert.

By
erma lee laws

lene Marie Norris
To Be Wed Nov 26

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

100% Human Hair

. TO THE BUYING PUBLIC

Mt. Vernon To
Celebrate Women's
Day Next Sunday

Ier4 HUMAN

11111 COLORING

Annual Women's Dal will be
observed at Mt Vernon Sapti.st
Churl+, 347 Mississippi blvd.,
Sunday, Sept. 25.
Mrs. L. V. Reser of Progressive Baptist church will be the
Ade kiabreghts.
Hair Calorie/ weal rub off
3 p.m. guest speaker. The Womor mit out. Safe with per
sattenta.too. Try STRAN D
en's Choruses of Progressive
and Mt. Nebo Baptist churches
ONLY 98(
e ill provide music along with
compan—
woTHING
guest soloists. Mrs. 0. C. Col
El SE TO SID
lins will serve as mistress of '
ceremonies. '
STRAND HAIR COLORING
Chaise ofS sato,* shades:
Everyone is invited.
Serving as chairman is Mrs.
llowea
Leona Webers. Rem J. I. Met0161111,6111paur drama&

iers is pasta slML"miss
ptisi ehurch.

BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50% OR MORE

HAIR WIG

I

SPECIAL
RAVIOVIADE MOE $5995
1 1 25.00 Value

52119E

WIGS

"

WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR

Our Wigs Are..
,
•Adjustable — Ventilated
•Finest Workmanship

MON CLAIRE INC.
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.

VREE HEAD!OM
.
1•••••••••••,,

,,itE1

VIP VIM.•••

larilil.0101 *11.5

OPEN DAILY
10:00 10 5:30

THURS. TU. 8:30

Several Affairs Held
For Chicago Visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel C. Tuggle and their mother, Mrs. Ollie L. King, were hosts to their
aunt and sister, Mrs. Helen D.
Payne and three of her coworkers, Mrs. Lorene J. Robinson, Mrs. Clyde Williams and
Mr. Mary Fr..rd. all of Chien en.
The Tuggles entertained
guests with a back yard picnic
and which was attended by a
number of friends.
Among those present acre
James Sharp, Arthur Jones, Mr.
and Mrs.lierman Strong, John
Wilks, Mrs. Sadie King and
children, Michael and Patricia
Ann King; Mrs, Ruth Roberson, Percy Wilson, Goode Allen,
Mrs. Myrtle Shaw, Mrs. Odie

Lee Brown. Mrs. Mettle Taylor, Miss Georgia M. Bradford,
and R. Beamon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Stigger
also entertained the Chicago
guests during an outdoor picnic.
Others entertaining them
were Dr. and Mrs. I. A. Watson,
Jr., who carried them to a golf
tournament at T. 0. Fuller
State park; Rev. H. H. Harper,
uncle of Mrs. Lorene Roberson:
Mrs. Magnolia Harde n, and
Frank Tally, who held a fish
fry for the visitors.
Before leaving, the guests
went on a shopping excursion
and visited a number of attractions that Memphis has to offer,
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EMPLOYMENT
AMONG
OUR -ADVERTISERS!

Mrs. Rice fashions a natural Mink Stole, that would
be a masterpiece in any
woman's wardrobe. Each
piece is individually
selected by our Fur Experts, for every day showing

at

FUR

STEIN'S

SHOP, 96 South Main St.
All that is new in the
world of furs awaits you

WIGS By
MONCLAIRE,
INC.
WIG. IMPORTS
14 Igo. Main Street
Mrs. Frances H. Miller,
General Manager, a capable person for counseling
your Wig buys, styles and
whatever you would need
in the Wig or Hair Piece
Line.
Genius stylings
will bring the beauty out,
you did not know was
there. Mrs. Miller is president of the Magnificent
Ones Social Club. She is
married to the popular Mr,
Gene Bo-Legs Miller, has
a son, Christopher Miller,
in Longview School.

at Stein's. Styles interpretations by such famed
designers as —

eizithzi

, Exclusively at STEIN'S
Memphis

MRS. FRANCES H. MILLER

Fall Hat
Shapes
ARE DESIGNED
FOR FLATTERY
The smartly dressed woman

Mr. Calvin R. White, assistant to the Sales Manager•of Midwest Division of
Carling Brewing Co. based in St. Louis, Mo., costs an admiring glance at Miss
Eunice Carruthers at the Crump Nurses Alumni Association Fashion Show at the
Rosewood Club.
Thomas is an
Also admiring the models are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thomas. Mr.
Advertising Representative of the Tri-State Defender, of which Chompale and
Stag Beer are advertisers.
Distributor.
A. S. Barbaro, Inc., 119 St. Paul Avenue, Memphis, Tenn., is the
right, Mr. Calvin
Left to right, Miss Eunice Carruthers, modeling; seated left to
R. White and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Thomas.

should complet• I

her outfit with a hot.
Your hot shopping ends(
AT
RHEALEE HAT
SHOP
The Pillow

Beret will

complete your suit and
knits.
DORA ROBINSON

MR. JOHN CLASSIC

MRS. JEAN RICE

Thd New Spanish Riding Hat
This is a Maggi Alexander, that will look smart,
with most any outfit. Mrs. Dora Robinson enjoys
her work at RHEALEE HAT SHOP, hoping all of
!ter friends will come in to see her. She is a member
jof Great 1st Missionary Baptist Church, Chelsea
Avenue, Rev. 0. Breckenride, Pastor.

Miss Heffner awaits your personal visit to choose
from a wide fall shoe selection... of the most omcfortable shoes you have ever owned. Stride Rite
comfort ... just a step away to the NATURAL1ZER
SHOE STORE.
Florence, a native Memphian, finished her senior
year at Geeter High School, has been employed at
Naturalizer since. The sales job is enjoyable and
the customers ore appreciative, with a feeling of do
come back again and again. Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Heffner are the parents of Florence and with whom
she lives. The family are members of New Nonconnoh
Baptist Chruch, Whitehaven.
DORA ROBINSON

MISS FLORENCE HEFFNER
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Merritt To Rely On Vets At Greensboro
yin Coleman. Last season with practice. However, we arel man that can help us this
Co.ach Merritt con!mighty mite Smith set a new ' still woefully short of tackles, early,"
NASHVILLE ,— Coach John
we didn't find a first-year eluded.
and
school punt return record with
A. Merritt has culled his 77man team WW1 to 55 varsity 26 retu ms for 513 yards and two
football players, and the Ten- touchdowns in a single season.
By EARL S.. CLANTON

Of Ignorance
roving Misnomer

nessee State Tigers are sharP- "This year it looks like Smith''Tools
ening their claws for their sea- has come
into his own," Mr.'
son opener next Saturday, Sept.
24, against North Carolina A&T Coleman said. -We believed all
along that he possessed a much
in Greensboro.
greater potential than he had
Coach Merritt had little prob- shown.
NEW YORK — (UP:) — In , part time have served as manlems designating the 22 players
I baseball's so-called good old agers.
for his red-shirt squad because "He is really putting out, and days, when the worst torture, And another £4 ca-catchers
he was rebuilding his 1966 edi- it will be harder to keep him imaginable was to catch ai are scattered over the coashing
tion around the 47 veterans out of a ball game, even though doubleheader on a hot day in staffs of the 20 American and
from his 1966 championship we are depending on him as St. Louis, the catcher's mask, National League clubs.
team.
our punt return specialist."
chest protector and shinguards Herman Franks of the San
Tucker and Bowen are power- were dubbed "the tools of ig- Francisco Giants, Ralph Houk
Of the vets, led by all-every- ing the new
Merrit - polished norance."
of the New York Yankees and
body's quarterback Eldridge ground
attack.
Maybe so but catchers still Wes Westrum of the New York
Dickey, 27 are lettermen, 11 are
legitimate exseniors and six are prospective "Another reason I am glad remain in great demand as Mets are the
on managerial
All - Conference and All-Ameri- we don't have to go this week major league managers and two catchers now
duty.
cans.
is that our blocking for the of the most mentioned condiHank Bauer of the Baltimore
ground game is still not sharp iates for new jobs next season
Dazzling Dickey, a junior, enough and not quite a
Yogi
Berra
and
caught briefly with the
are
ex-catchers
Orioles
squick
should make every "All" team as I would
want," Coach Mer- Paul Richards. Another, Al Yankees in 1955 while G II
again this year and is tabbed ritt revealed.
"This is under- Lopez, could have a job for the Hodges of the Senators came
to repeat as the "Player of the
into the big leagues as a catcher
standable because it is a little asking.
Year."
At one time or another thit and caught occasionally even
early for real line quickness.
season, eight men who wore after being converted to a first
Senior setbacks Bill Tucker "Overall we are very
pleased catcher's gear either full or basem an.
and Gene Bowen, last season's
number one and number two
ground gainers, should get picked for grid honors along with
tackles Claude Humphrey, Tommie Davis and middle guard,
co-captain Ken Brady.

OPENS MEMPHIS OFFICE — Dr. Robert J. Howse, recent arrival in Memphis, is seen here In his office at 191
S. Wellington St. with his receptionist, Mrs. Christine Johnson. Dr. Howse is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howse
of Nashville and the husband of the former Miss Thelma

L. Fields, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Fields, Sr.
They are the parents of Retonya Tyree and Zynthia Tynice
Howse. A Specialist in the field of obstetrics and gynecology, Dr. Howse is a member of the American College
Obstetrics and Gynecology.

Sophomore Joe Cooper, a six, foot-oe, 181-pound flanker, who
was slated as a replacement for
ARKANSAS IN FORM
IIV
11011111111.11
ArkansasIUIIU
Willie Walker, has been sideThe Golden Lions of
DENVER (UPI) — The Den- rined with a badly sprained
A.M.&N. gained sweet revenge
ver Broncos announced they had ankle.
Horizon
by pulverizing Mississippi Val- released former St? Louis CardSports
ley of Itta Bens, 59-0 last Satur- inal quarterback Buddy Hum- "The loss of Cooper at this
stage is a major zlow to our
day Might in Pine Bluff, Ark. phrey, who Denver picked up passing attack,"
Merrit explain25-[
on
a
Chapman
Iti*mond
Melrose. hit heavily in the line
1Last season when these teams after he was cut by the National ouespdre.
lnastnpoSrt,emtauitnrhdn,
like(
•
to
jet
having
and
a
scamper
are
graduation.
yard
League
team
two
weeks
ago.
by
game ended in a wild
the
met,
I
‘c:rWaelciesotra,dreinsetttrycooiningpgeNrp,ous
cl
rely on the bustle and agressivehelmet - throwing melee after Humphrey, who was a sevenyear veteran at St' Louis, had we are
ness to force their opponents duced two more Washington'
concentrating on our
over been working out the
American
defense to force their opponents touchdowns before the visiting 1 MVSC had pulled an upset
running game."
Football League club since
into mistakes and allow a sput- Tigers began to move in the the Lions.
tering offense push over the de- third quarter. Joe Pointer regis- , State atoned for the loss in Tuesday.
In spite of Coopers' injury,
.
cisive scores. Melroe kept off tered both of Mitchell s TD s on fine
form, winning the first of 1 4 A Bronco spokeman said, speedster Smith (five-eight and
balance an attack that carried short line smashes of two and
looked at him all week, 160 pounds) was destined to see
tune-ups before taking on
Carver to an upset win over five yards. Michael Jennings two
and decided he couldn't help a lot more action this year, acManassds in the Cobras' open-kicked the thirteenth point for Jackson State, their first oppon- us."
cording to offensive coach 'Aljig game and went on to post , Mitchell.
ent in the tough Southwestern
its first win. 12-0. of the season Young scored his second six- Athletic Conference loop Oclat week at MelroseStadium., pointer from 47 yarsd away and
tober 1st. The Lions travel Sating game and went on to post sophomore quarterback LeRoy
its first win, 12-0. of the season Norfleet plowed over from thel'urdaY to Jefferson City, Mo. to
last week at Melrose Stadium. one after setting up the , score engage Lincoln University. In
The Golden Wildcats dropped with a rool out that ate up 36 other top games Jackson State
their first encounter to Chrsi- yards. Brooks took a misfired downed Prairie View 1-7, and
tian Brothers by one point. The, pass from center and ran for Texas Southern upended South
Brothers showed that hey were the point.
ern 20-14.
just warming up against Melrose after swamping South Side!
54-0 in their second encounter.
Douglass scored late to down!i
Hamilton 6-0 last Friday night'
at Melrose. Both teams had
won their openers before squaring off in a key league battle.
The Red Devils will be trying,
S8995
on Thursday of this week to es- •T.V.'s
•Wigs
tablish themselves as a leading
contender for the school's first •Reicigerators
•Harciviclre
football title with Melrose sup5259 Per Gallon •Toys
plying the opposiion. Passing •Paint
could be the deciding factor •
Furniture
despite the presence of fine
squads.
both
runners on
Retister Now
Booker T. Washington got off
to a flying start against a good
I FCR FREE WIG OR PORTABLE T.V.
Mitchell Road eleven, but Mitchell found a 24 point halftime
SAME
deficit too much to overcome
ADDRESS
as the Warriors deployed the
talents of four quarterbacks to
1111141,,
STATE
11'
'1111
7
direct the 37-13 onslaugh. It I CITY
was the first defeat for Mitchell I
after victories over Marianna,
t, the Above Address or 8rong Coupon to
Clop Coupon 0,
Ark. and Lester of the Prep
the store.
a41144444
..
„,
League. Washington tasted victory after an opening game
stalemate with Father Ber/
Famous,Smooth,Mellow
trand.
liiTticrystIMITINIMONMSaillfM9Optoor
SiMg iso winnerrood otectowortintie Ittiorrer,st
Manassas lost one of its young
tackles, but the Tigers won a
solid 31-7 triumph over Merry
High in Jackson, Tenn. last Saturday night. Clay Holiday, a
sophomore tackle, suffered a
broken knee and will probably
be out for the season
Traditionally a slow starter.
Manassas finally got their offense to clicking after a loss
two weeks ago to Carver. Wilbur Triggs scored once himself and pitched 47 yards to
George White and 37 yards to
SLIACLhi\
Stanley Davis to lead the Tigers
PreV
to victory. White got another
touchdown on a 37-yard gallop
trona 0,11•
Carver (Ml.
Vs'4ef Ber
with Rry Peterson rounding out
(C).
vs
9—Monossos vs. FrOySet
CarverWashington
Sept. 8—Douglass vs.
the Manassas scoring on an 87- I
Sept. 9—Monossas vs.
yard punt return. Merry's lone
(C)•
Brothers
KingsburyChristian
Sept.
touchdown came when James
tiomition (Ml.
vs
Hamilton
vs.
vs. p.m.).
10—Melr0se
(H)•
Williams raced 47 yards with a
D000loss
Carver
Sept. 15—Melr0se vs.Mitchell (101.
2:30
(C).
(M).
punt.
BerifOrla
Catholic (C, vs Messick
Sept. 16—Lester vs.
vs.
Carver
Father
HAMILTON MISCUE COSTLY
Bertrand
vs.
(141•
Sept. 18—Father
Hamilton
Melrose
A tight defensive struggle was
Sept. 22—Douglass vs.
Washington (W).
Hamilton (W).
decided late in the third quarSept. 23—Lester vs. Bertrand (Ml•
Carver vs. Corver (W)•
ter when Douglass recovered a
Sept. 29—Lester vs.
Hamilton (W).
Melrose (M).
Washington vas.
vs.
Hamilton fumble inside the ten
Sept. 30—M000ssasDouglass
Washington vs. Carver 0111.
(IA).
Bertrand vs.
Sept. 7—Lester vs.
yard line. Clarence Mahon went
Washington OW).
Douglas (M).
FatFter
'Si'
vs.
Oct.
13—M000ssos
over from the one to give DougMelrose Bertrand (MI.
(Ml.
View,'"
Oct. 14—Lester vs. Melrose
lass a 6-0 win and a good start
tiornilton (W.
Douglass vs. Corver (VI) Bertrond (M). v s. Chew:wooed
vs.
Oct. 20—M0n055o5 Carver (W), Douglass vs.
Melrose
Pother
in its first league game of the
Oct. 21—Lester vs. Hamilton (tal•
Melrose vs.
Washington (WI.
season. Hamilton had several
vs.
Washington (W).
vs•
Oct.
-Lester
LesterDouglass
threats stopped short of paydirt
Church 01
Stadium
Oct. 27
28—Monassos vs,
'You'
Washington
by a tough Red Devils defense.
BUti.
Company
Oct. 3—Monassas vs.
(MISS.)
p.m.). VI—Denotes
Colo
(W.
Clorksville.
230Stadium;
Washington scored twice in
Nov.
St. Loibis Byrne (.C,
o Pepsi
at
Carver
Melrose
Thomas St. c
every period, save the third
5—Homi1to0
vs. Eostvos. Bishop
—denotes
P.O.
Bertrond
ot 1500
Nov.
quarter which Mitchell punched
Stadium, M
other
25 ot 7:30
Write Some
Sopt•
r
o
Crump
525-0785
Nov•
across its pair of touchdowns,
C—Denotes
Stoval; Sunday,
—
Poster.
to have it surprisingly easy
Joe PurdyWeekly
Church, 2215
Coll
Stowe,
Soptist G• G•
PleaseAnnouncements
against the Shelby Coutains.
SsIntel
Rev.
Her
Sponsor;
Club
Rudy iThaley pulled in a 36
Vientlerson,
GABLE AIRS
yard touchdown pass from AnMrs. Morf
thony Harris, and a few plays
later Bobby Brooks was on the
receiving end of a 44-yard pass
thrown by Harris to give the
Warriors a quick 12-0 lead. Mitchell never recovered despite a
gallant effort to stage a serious

I

AU-American
Cheer-Leader

AAA A SALES
226 S. Main St.
'1499'

.

For Information Call

Hints for
Homemakers

"I'm glad we don't have to
play tomorrow afternoon,"
Coach Merrit said. "We are a
little thin and banged up with
a few key injuries that would
hurt us rigth now."
INEZ KAISER

One of the dams every ehibd after vocation
carries back to school is a big smile. And they
usually are big miles, because after the excitement of the first few weeks, summer life becomes boring and most children really look
forward to being back in school.
One of the activities usually scheduled for
emery child daring vacation is a visit to the
dentist. Among his recommendations is a request that teeth be brushed after each meal
every day to keep them white.
Lever Brothers recommends PEPSODENT
because today's PEPSODENT contains a
brightening formula so unique it's protected
by a U.S. Government patent It even brightens hard-to-whiten teeth. PEPSODENT outbrightens every other leading tooth paste.
Encourage your child to brush his teeth every
day hie the rest of the family. It makes teeth
their whitest. . . and miles their brightest
When he turns hi, that dental report to the
teacher, she will enjoy geeing how bright and
'white his teeth

bse sn
aZurdhi
ellpsodentI
--with the dentist.
Problems

problems ... problems .. some
essay to solve, some not so easy. With the kids
hook in school, the chores just seem to multiply
.• . more clothes to launder more food to prepare and, of course, more dishes to wash.
Well, fortunately, I can assist you with the
latter. Try new DOVE-FOR-DISHES,the official "problem solver." DOVE-FOR-DISHES
is far superior to any other dishwashing detergent . . . unsurpassed in keeping your hands
miraculously soft. This pure White dishwashing liquid has a skin-lotion Ingredient built
right in.
It matters not bow often or bow many dishes
you have to wash . .. DOVE-FOR-DISHES
does its job, but yet it is so kind
to dry, problem hands. Getting
the red of the family to help
you will be easier, too.
LEVER BROTHERS unconditionally guarantees satisfaction or your money back . . . a
guarantee you will probably never use because once you try it,
you will never give it up. Instead,
you will find yourself with a
sew 'problem" . . . how to inform everyone of your latest,
airia ...new DOVEoitt
rest
zudiscovery

Now that your children
are back in school, isn't
1/7

this the greatest opportunity you've had for devoting more time to your-

self?
Very early in life, I
was taught to evaluate a
situation by sitting clown
and simply thinking. So
this is my advice to you: Get a hand mirror.
sit down and relax. Now look at yourself and
think!
Does your hair need conditioning? That's
easy enough to take care of. But is your skin
as soft as it should be? Does it feel "really"
dean, even after washing?
I have a remedy for your complexion if it
is not quite up to per. Get a bar of LUX
BEAUTY SOAP. All you have to do is lather
your face with this fine product and count to
ten. This gives the softening lotion-like lather
a chance to moisturize your skin and work its
wonders.
It's as simple as that—if you can count to
ten, you can soften your skin and make it
smooth to touch and lovely to look at.
Why not try LUX BEAUTY SOAP? I did
... and DOW I use it faithfully.
"Back to school ..." is a common
phrase with many connotations
... football, basketball, new
friends and new clothes.
We, as mothers, are interested
in all of these phases of our child's
growing up, but we probably find
ourselves more closely associated
COLD
with the last. It is very important
WATER
that the youngsters know how to
keep well-groomed. As a result,
we must teach proper care of
one's clothes.
Thanks to Lever Brothers and
new COLD WATER "all," my
part in caring for those new clothes is a snap.
Heretofore, the "newness" just seemed to fade
away more and more every nie I washed.
I have concluded that hot water was to
blame; because since I've been using COLD
WATER "all," my wash has come out spotless-clean in cold water. Colors are so much safer
.
they will not fade, run or streak as they
can in hot water. The new synthetic fabrics
come out white, smoother and more wrinklefree.
I invite you to join me in giving "back to
school" another highlight . . . happy mothers
of well-groemed children who do their homework with COLD WATER "alL"
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MAJOR HONORED — A
reception to honor Major
James 0. 11111, who for five
years was assistant professor of Aerospace Studies at
Tennessee State University
in Nashville, was held in the
captain city recently.. Major
Hill has been selected by
the United States Air Force
Institute of Technology at
Wright-P atterson AFB.
Ohio, for a special educational assignment at the
University of Colorado. The
Institute annually selects
about 1,400 of its more out.

standing officers for speciaschooling at the master's and doctoral levels. At
A. & T. Major Hill was
widely-known for his work
with the Arnold Air Society
and its outstanding Red
Cross Blood Donor Program. Shown with him in
the reception picture are:
Major T. H. Hodges (left),
Major Hill (center); IA.
Col. Hannibal Cox, USAF,
at Tennessee State: and
Miss Jewell Young of the
placement staff.

DON'T GET GYPPED

EXTRA RI .
WAWA IT'S IlltittER
EXTRA DRY
Add an "Ws oks to

Jr Noes.

c...u.1046 ISREtrING
DMPANY,

The Federal Trade Commis. Here is a test you can pass
ortli Ins good LC.. 01 can
ISILLIVILLE, ILLINOIS
the sly
sion has some of the home right away: If a salesman guar- d,y Slog flew.Ssas tastes
bee• Ovule) Dry . not %tweeIa. 's
study salesmen running scared antees you "Preparatory train- Neat maw*, dcot,.roinlol.g.
— but not scared enough to pre- ing until appointed," you knowt .10ol tile Stag hn. ionsetd
vent your being hooked unless he's a phony.
you're careful.
Tbe Federal Trade Commis- I
There are enough home study sion has, in fact, issued cease-1
STAt
salesmen to go around to sell and-desist orders (legal-polite'
every man and boy enough for "Cut it out") against certain
ir
c•e
courses to keep him busy from correspondence schools it has
here on out. And they're got investigated.
something for girls, too.
If you are in doubt about a
°Nettie:, Hours — 11.00 A.M. t.11 200 A.M.
All this is not to imply that home study school that is tryMon. thru sot.
all correspondence schools are ing to sell you a course that
5erv,rtg Good Food S Be,erog•s
bad, but to alert potential buy. "guarantees" you a civil servSunday Everson.? Moline, Hour
P.M.
F 00 P.M. — 1200.
ers of correspondence courses of ice appointment or promises
the possible pitfalls. Your prob. you a high school diploma that
LIVE MUSIC
tern is to watch out for those "will get you into college," or
YOU HAVE VISITED THE REST
who use deception to make a promises you placement as an
NOW VISIT THE BEST
sale.
IBM Key Punch Operator "at
Under Complete New Management
For instance, for about $400t $.300 to $500 a month." look into
— in easy installments, oft the matter before you sign a
course — a salesman wilt bel contract.
•
happy to sell you a course!
"guaranteed to get you a civil'
service position at high pay.",
Can he guarantee you a job?•
Of course not. Getting a Civil
Service job doesn't work that
way.
The way it does work is that.
you get in touch with the Civil
Service Commission (address in
the phone book and ask about
Sobs available. Ask when examinations will be given. Ask to
see some of the old tests used
in past civil service examinations so you can study them —
for free.
Watch out if the correspondence school advertises in the
Help Wanted columns, making
the sales pitch look like a legitimate job offer. "Men and women needed," the ad may say.
"Civil Service jobs . . . thousands of jobs open . . . do Not
for brochure."
delay
Let's say you write for the
V-8 with Cruise-A -Notice
brochure. Who answers? Well,
power steering, radio,
not the U. S. Government with
heater, WSW tires and
service.
a job offer in civil

other extras!

'NOTICE!'
Alt Churches .
Clubs
Birthday Parties t
i
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mall la Your Nowt
Stories To The

Tri-State
Defender

coupon ond $5.00 addioonal purchase, •xcluding
volu• of coupon m•rchandis• (fresh milk products and
::"..Z."1
tobacco also •scluded In compliance with state low),
One courser' per customer. Coupon exPims Wildnalsday,
4.
Noon, Sept. 28.
Witil

We Trade For Anything of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.

1966 MUSTANG
With Cruise-A -Matte,
transmission, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extra s

2245

HEIM FORD

POUND CAKE

POP CORN
3 MINUTE YELLOW
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Lane Ties Opener With
Albany State's Rams

JURY SAYS: 'GUILTY'

Raby Will Seek
Another Trial

Lane College at Jackson. In developing his points he
Tenn.. began its 95th academic mentioned that a star is a fixed
year last week with a Fall Con- object, which serves as a guide
vocation at St. Paul CME
church, the college church, for sailors; hence, each stuwith President C. A. Kirkendoll dent should have a goal.
presiding. The invocation was
Students were told that "men
given by Rev. A. David, dean
take away
may
your possesof the chapel.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

heieht of controover alleged public
Leo Holt, attorney for civil- 1 school segregation.
rights leader Al Raby, said he
will ask for a new trial when
Spectators in the courtroom
Raby appears before Magis- ' on the day following the 1965
trate Maurice W. Lee for senarrest cheered when Raby was
tencing.
I called to testify before Judge
Raby was found guilty Mon- William Patterson.
day night of disorderly conDuring the current hearings,
duct and resisting arrest during a Loop demonstration in the courtroom has been filled
June, 1965. Raby is to be sen- with observers, many who took
1 part in last summer's "Get Rid
tenced, Wednesday, Oct. 26.
The maximum penalty for i of Willis" marches.
disorderly conduct is $500. Forl Character witnesses called to
resisting arrest, Baby could testify for Raby included Dr.
begiven Martin Luther King, co-leader
od bo
be fined
7ear in
on
$.500,anr
both.
jail,
with Roby of the Chicago FreeThe arrest took place on June dom Movement; Robert J. Hay28, 1965 when rights marchers, ighurst, University of Chicago
led by Raby, staged a lie-in at professor and author of a report
Randolph and LaSalle its. The on school segregation in Chilie-in followed a meeting be- cago, and Philip Hauser, who
tween Raby and Mayor Rich- wrote an earlier, similar reard J. Daley during which the port.

Your star is hope."

''When music ceases, there
of Memphis, general secretary
Christian Education of the is no parade," Dr. Coleman
must know the
said. "You
CME church.
tempo of the times of today and
In his opening remarks on the keep in step if you are going to
conflicting forces of the future. 1 -compete in this society."
he said, "Unless we can produce leaders to meet the prob- As Greeks were known to
lems and challenges of tomor- travel with books, he said, each
row, the whole world will be in one must have his own philoso-

of

phy to live by and carry it with
at all times.

trouble.

him
His message w'as based upon
the stanza of a poem:
"Are you going out to sea and
have no star?
"Are you going out to march
and have no music?
"Are you going out to travel
and have no books?
"Are you going out to live
and have no love?"

"You must
He concluded,
have more than yourself; love
principles more than pleasure.
If you do not have these things
as you travel, why bother to go
at all."
Music was furnished by the
direc

college choir under the
tion

of Robert Owens.

I versy

' rights leader presented nine
i demands that included the oust-

I

BARBER WANTED PLENTY OF WORK
will uncork a powerful running tame coupled with a National Championship passing game when they open the 1966
campaign against North Carolina A&T in Greensboro on
Sept. 24. Shown getting the fine points of pigskin toting

ULTRA MODERN SHOP
1745 CASTALIA
Vilit 8-9262

MR. ALBERT COFFMAN
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Millions of 'pothers rely en Ribs DIM, !EL
liquid. Put on—pain's gene Recornmendad
by many pediatricians. Easy to use. Br..es
irier 7.1onxdrreu;

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

ATLANTA (UPI) —
Four
goals by Bruce Gossett, set up

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

Gabriel, enabled the Los Angeles Rams to squeeze out a

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

fledgling Falcons proved tough
within the shadow of their Own
goal. Six of eight Los Angeles
drives ended with Gossett being called a kick the ball.

MORE FUN
IN COLOR ON
RCAVICTOR
OWEN
pre-game excitement, fro pageantry

et. .ra:iiime.

RCA Victor brings it to you in color that's so vivid
and lifelike you'll compare it to CO:Or motion p:ctures
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• 'Have- Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
• Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It!

tist Church Vance. Mrs. Kateo

with RCA
solid copper
circuits

21"
,Neurlistrt TV

No Money Down! No Payment'fig Jan.'67
EAST
gefw.en Na+Ional end Summer

Phone 324-4406

ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
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L. E. 'Arun ...I. G.

KINKLE

WHITEHAVEN
4255 Hwy. si So.

Phone 396-0995
FRAYSEN
,1 , 91

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 WELLINGTON

Nelson

publicity

chair-

527-8150

The public is invited
services for the day.

to

all

Rev. Paul Fowlkes is pastor
of

the church.

Buy U.S.

Savings Bonds
CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONN/11411NT

CALL JA 6-8397

NEEDS

GRADUATE
ENGINEERS

Tkornes H.y. SI

N.

Phone 358-4585

Apply In Person At
Employment Office
'Monday Thru Friday.

3003
Harvester Lane

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

LOAN OFFICE
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MONEY TO LOAN
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Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
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The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale
Each Thursday At The Following Locations:

chairman, Mr. Ozelle Johnson
program chairman, and Mrs
Vera
man.

THAN'S
LOAN

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leoth

3431 Summer

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

EMBARRASSED

Miss Gwendolyn Jones is general chairman of Women's Day;
Mrs. Bessie Shinn Jackso nis co-

International
Harvester
Memphis Works

opt
RCAVICTOR

All 3 Stores Open 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU AR(

01. EVERS

IOC/MONS
w.trx, Fetes tout V
Piffeilaerinl
allaVOCC'

RCA VICTOR

Ser

active member of St. John Bap-

Throughout the hearings, CC.
CO members charged that evldence that might have been
beneficial to Baby was systematically disqualified by Magistrate Lee.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
I176 AI 170 BEAL STREET IA 64300

IITERMOIAT1N6 CO:

HIDE GRAY HAIR
SLICK BLACK

•Nordic-Styled Consoleitte on casters
•Glare-proot rectangular RCA Hi-Lilt Tubs
•New Vista Mark Ili 24,003.vntt chassis
•Dependable RCA Solid Copper circuits
•Super-powerful New Vint,VHF and Lamsensitive Solid state UHF tuners

H. Kateo
Service. She is an

will be Mrs. Loretta
of Family

er of then School Supt. Benja.
min C. Willis.
Baby had emerged from the
meeting announcing "total dissatisfaction" with the mayor's

PEST

Jack Snow wide open and conMrs. Lewis is a graduate of
nected with him on a 51-yard
LeMoyne college and the Uniscoring pass.
versity of Nebraska, Otere shei
received the master of education degree.

'49

259

Martin

The first and last time he is a graduate of LeMoyne colwas wide but in between kick- lege
and
Atlanta
university,
ed field goals of 15, 15, 23 and
where she received a master's
22 yeards respectively.
degree in social work.
Although
they
completely
dominated the contect, the only
The speaker for the afternoon
time the Rams could score a program will be Mrs. Faye GenWIMP
touchdown was early in the try Lewis, a member of Martin
second period
when Gabriel, Temple and a second grade
apparently trapped b ythe rush- teacher at the Orleans Elemening Falcon defense, found end tary school.
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•Sir sewers:tor oral duo-sones, boar
3/
1
2"tweeters
•2C-wart peak power Sad Slate stern
vr.nilher
•`., .- ,d,orna!i! sly2edf u ar4e, reat.-et
on Tone Arm,damond sty ius
•L.7oarate bass. treble. co-"c.enseted loot!.
ness and stereo balance controls
•Tape recorder inpoVavteut jack

cira-jele

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

e1+; fie slam:bang action of the gridiron battle tseff—

'WU STEREO FEATURES
at a Low,Low Price

"dil elt pharmacist for
BABY
-

Annual Women's Day will be
19-14 victory over the new Atlanta Falcons Sunday in the celebrated on Sunday, Sept. 25,
first official National Football at the Martin
Memorial CME
League game ever played in
church, and prominent speaker
the South.
will talk during the morning
Gabriel led the Rams down and
afternoon meetings.
the field time and again with
his pinpoint passing but the
The speaker for the morning

Mother's name

The

from offensive coach Alvin Coleman, far right, are from
left, senior setback Gene Bowen, flankerback Joe Cooper,
quarterback Elijah Bessie and co-captain Bill Tucker.
(Clanton III Photo)

IRams Edge By Social Worker TEETHING PAIN
Falcons, 19-14 To Speak At

NEWSBOYS

YOUR NAME

.s.mands which
the d,

came at the

BY BETTY WASHINGTON

sions, but hold on to your hope.

The convocation address was
delivered by Dr. C. D. Coleman
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BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avenue
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943 Lauderdale
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Free Delivery Open 7 Days
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REXALL DRUGS
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SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
DAVIS

FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
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2533 Pork Ave.
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2509 Park Ave.
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Speedy Delivery
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1297 Lauderdale
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J. B. SUNDRY
Vance Ave.
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1560 S. Parkway E.

POST OFFICE
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209 Beale
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1804 S. Bellevue Blvd.

PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.

HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore

ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes

JEFFERSON GROCERY
Horn Lake RJ.

ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale

4791

An Eguol Opportunity
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SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948-4531
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RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea

SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG

KLONDYKE SUNDRY
129 3 Vollentine
272,3112
Free Delivery

ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service

GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue

ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans

752 E. McLemore.

948-4576
Pres. & Del

Service

SUAREZ PHARMACY
1646 Thomas
525.88 1 1 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588

Pres. & Del.

Service

SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE, SUNDRY

455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance

VIC'S SUNDRIES
Johnson Ave.
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WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGON
251 E. McLemore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Megozine c
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920

